
ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

NACME STEEL PROCESSING, L.L.C., 

Petitioner, 

v. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

PCB 15-153 
(Permit Appeal- Air) 

NACME STEEL PROCESSING LLC'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C. ("NACME") respectfully moves the Illinois Pollution 

Control Board ("Board") pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 101.516 for summary judgment in its 

favor and against the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("IEPA"). The Board has 

previously ruled and the Record shows that there is no issue of material fact preventing entry of 

summary judgment in NACME's favor in this appeal on the sole issue presented- the non-

applicability of New Source Performance Standards to NACME's oil coating operation. The Board 

has already unanimously ruled that the Standards of Performance for Metal Coil Surface Coating 

pursuant to 40 CFR 60 Subpart TT have no applicability to NACME, stating: We only need to parse 

the latter part of the definition to conclude that the regulation does not apply to NACME's 

facility. (Order at 5; emphasis supplied) 

Nonetheless IEPA has imposed the regulation on NACME in special conditions 2a and 2b in 

the Federally Enforceable State Operating Permit No. 031600FWL dated December 22,2014 

("FESOP") As such, NACME is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law and the offending 

conditions should be stricken. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Board recently rejected the !EPA's motion for summary judgment in this case by 

order dated October 1, 2015 (hereafter, "Order"; appended hereto as Exh. A) NACME now 

moves for summary judgment and cites to the Board's Order for the undisputed background facts 

contained in the Record filed herein by the IEPA, and NACME further relies on the Board's 

legal conclusions based on these Record facts. 

In its Order the Board found that NACME's coating operation does not meet Subpart. 

TT's definition of finish coat operation and therefore denied the !EPA's motion for summary 

judgment. (Order at 7) The Board further found that because NACME did not move for 

summary judgment itself the issue ofNACME's entitlement to summary judgment was not 

before it. (Id) (the relevant procedural history is cited in the Board's Order at p. 2) However, 

the Board's Order did not preclude NACME from moving for summary judgment. 

BACKGROUND FACTS 

As stated by the Board in its Order: 

"NACME owns and operates a steel pickling facility at 429 West !27th 
Street in Chicago. Generally, pickling removes impurities such as rust or stains 
from the surface of metal. NACME, in particular, pickles coils of thin, flat steel 
to remove oxide scale. Some customers ask NACME to coat the pickled steel 
with rust preventative oil or lubrication oil. In these cases, NACME applies the 
appropriate oil, winds the steel into a coil, and ships the coil while still wet with 
oil. 

IEPA issued an operating permit to NACME containing conditions 
requiring compliance with the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for 
metal coil surface coating operations, found at 40 C.F .R. Part 60, Subpart TT. 
Subpart TT regulates metal coil surface coating operations because the process 
emits volatile organic compounds in many instances. . . . Subpart TT applies to 
"affected facilities in a metal coil surface coating operation." 40 C.F .R. § 
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60.460(a) (2014). These affected facilities include "each finish coat operation." 
!d. The dispute centers on whether coating steel coils with rust preventative or 
lubrication oil fits Subpart TT's definition of finish coat operation.'" (Order at I) 

The Board further states in its Order: 

"The parties do not dispute the facts pertaining to NACME's production 
process. At its facility, NACME pickles steel to remove oxide scale. R. at 252, 
712. After pickling, NACME often applies rust preventative oil or lubrication oil 
to the steel. !d. The steel coils are transferred to the customer while coated in the 
oil and the customer removes the oil before use. R. at 97-104. There is no curing 
or quenching equipment at NACME's facility and the steel coils are not dried 
before shipment. R. at 119-125. 

Nor do the parties dispute the facts pertaining to the permitting process. In 
October 2005, NACME applied to IEPA for a permit to operate its facility. 
Nearly seven years later, on April26, 2012, IEPA issued a draft operating permit. 
The draft permit's conditions required compliance with Subpart TT. NACME 
asked IEPA to remove these requirements from the draft permit shortly after it 
was issued. It also attempted to appeal the draft permit in August 2012, but the 
Board ordered NACME to wait for the final permit before appealing. 1 IEPA 
issued the final operating permit on December 22, 2014. Exh. A to Pet. 
[Appended hereto as Exh. B] It contained the same Subpart TT requirements as 
the draft permit, so NACME petitioned the Board again. This time, because 
NACME appealed a final permit, the Board accepted the petition for hearing." 
(Order at 2-3) 

LEGAL BACKGROUND 

As the Board stated in its Order: 

"Section 111 of the federal Clean Air Act authorizes the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to develop NSPS rules for specific 
categories of emission sources. 42 U.S.C. § 7411 (2014). Subpart TT contains 
the NSPS rules for metal coil surface coating operations. USEP A delegated 
administration of NSPS, including Subpart TT, to IEP A. The Illinois 
Environmental Protection Act (referred to here as the Act) authorizes IEPA to 
issue state operating permits containing federally enforceable provisions, 
including provisions to enforce Subpart TT. 415 ILCS 5/39.5 (2014). NACME's 
operating permit with Subpart TT conditions is this kind of permit. 

1 NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C. v. IEPA, PCB 13-7 (Nov. 15, 2012). 
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A permit containing conditions may be appealed. 415 ILCS 5/40(a)(l) 
(2014). In a permit appeal, the Board must determine whether the disputed 
conditions are necessary to accomplish the purposes of the Act.2 Section 9.l(b) of 
the Act states that its provisions are intended to be consistent with the federal 
Clean Air Act, which includes the NSPS program. So the Board must determine 
whether IEPA appropriately included Subpart TT requirements in the NACME's 
operating permit." (Order at 2) 

The Board grants summary judgment when the record demonstrates that there is no issue 

of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw? (I d) In its Order 

the Board found that there was no issue of material fact but ruled that the IEP A was not entitled 

to judgment as a matter of law. (Order at 7) 

The Board further found "whether NACME is entitled to summary judgment as a matter 

oflaw is not a question before the Board. However, today's order does not preclude NACME 

from moving for summary judgment in the future." (Id) 

ARGUMENT 

1. No Issue of Material Fact Precludes Summarv Judgment in NACME's Favor 

As the Board has stated, neither the IEPA nor NACME contend that there are material 

issues of fact precluding entry of summary judgment here. The Board previously agreed that 

there were no issues of material fact present in the Record. (I d) Whether the undisputed Record 

facts show that NACME is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw is, thus, presently the sole 

issue before the Board. 

2 Sherex Chern. Co. v. IEP A, PCB 91-202, slip op. at 2 (July 30, 1992), citing Joliet Sand & 
Gravel Co. v. IPCB, 163 III. App. 3d 830, 837 (3d Dist. 1987). 

3 Clavton Chern. Acquisition. L.L.C. v. IEPA, PCB 98-113, slip op. at 3 (Mar. 1, 2001), citing 
Outboard Marine Com. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 154 Ill. 2d 90 (1992). 
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2. NACME is entitled to Srnnmary Judgment as a Matter of Law 

A. The Board's Construction of the Coating Rule Requires Srnnmary Judgment in 
NACME's Favor 

In its Order the Board states the relevant rules for construing regulatory language: 

"The legal dispute principally concerns how to interpret the definition of 
"prime coat operation" in Subpart TT. 40 C.F.R. § 60.46l(a) (2014). Essentially, 
if NACME's operation is a prime coat operation, then the permit provisions 
implementing Subpart TT' s requirements are necessary to accomplish the 
purposes of the Act. 

Thus, the Board must determine how to construe Subpart TT's language. 
The Board can follow the rules for constructing statutes when constructing 
regulations: "Because administrative regulations have the force and effect oflaw, 
the familiar rules that govern construction of statutes also apply to the 
construction of administrative regulations." Kean v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 235 
Ill.2d 351, 368 (2009). The "fundamental principle" for statutory construction "is 
to ascertain and give effect to the legislature's intent." Town & Countrv Utilities, 
Inc. v. IPCB, 225 Ill.2d 103, 117 (2007). And the best way to give effect to intent 
is to construe the specific language, which is "the most reliable indicator of the 
legislature's objectives in enacting a particular law." !d. 

Likewise, when constructing a regulation, the Board looks first to its plain 
language. As explained below, the Board finds that the plain language of Subpart 
TT indicates the regulator did not intend to apply Subpart TT to a facility that 
does not dry or cure coatings." (Order at 3-4) 

Using these rules of construction, the Board first looked to the provision titled 

"Applicability and designation of affected facility, 40 C.F.R. § 60.460(a)". (Order at 4) The 

Board noted "that Subpart TT' s provisions apply to specific affected facilities "in a metal coil 

surface coating operation." !d. IfNACME's operation is not a metal coil surface coating 

operation, then the provisions do not apply. Subpart TT's definitions section states that the term 

"metal coil surface coating operation" means "the application system used to apply an organic 

coating to the surface of any continuous metal strip that is packaged in a roll or coil." !d. at § 
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60.46l(a). The oils NACME uses are organic coatings and NACME applies them to a metal 

strip packaged in a coil. R. at 387-388. As such, the Board concluded that NACME's operation 

is a metal coil surface coating operation as defined in Subpart TT. (Order at 4) 

However, the Board then further construed the Rule and concluded it has no application 

toNACME: 

"Definition of Finish Coat Operation. The next question is whether 
NACME's operation meets the definition of any of the specified affected 
facilities. Subpart TT applies to three kinds of affected facilities, but IEP A only 
argues that NACME's operation is a finish coat operation. Mot. for S.J. at 12. If 
NACME's operation is a finish coat operation as defined in Subpart TT, its 
regulatory provisions apply and the permit conditions stand. 

Subpart TT states: 

(Order at 4) 

"Finish coat operation means the coating application station, 
curing oven, and quench station used to apply and dry or cure the 
initial coating( s) on the surface of the metal coil. ... " 40 C.F .R. § 
60.46l(a). 

We only need to parse the latter part of the definition to conclude that the regulation 
does not apply to NACME'sfacility." (Order at 5; emphasis supplied) 

The components of a prime coat operation must be used to apply and dry 
or cure coatings. This is clear when examining the definition sentence, which 
states that the individual components ("the coating application station, curing 
oven, and quench station") are "used" specifically "to apply and dry or cure ... " 
As NACME notes, "the definition of 'finish coat operation' requires that some 
drying or curing of the initial applied coating is necessary, and because NACME 
does no such drying or curing, the definition does not apply to NACME's 
facility." Resp. Br. at 5 (emphasis original). 

This part of the definition is not trivial: a "statute should be construed, if 
possible, so that no word is rendered meaningless or superrluous." Kean, 235 Ill. 
2d at 368. Drying and curing is an essential part of the defmition of the facility. 
If no component is used to dry and cure, the operation is not an affected facility. 

When customers ask NACME to coat the pickled steel coils with oil, the 
coils are delivered still wet. R. at 97-104. Subpart TT applies only to a finish 
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coat operation that dries or cures the coating. Because NACME does not dry or 
cure the coating, Subpart TT' s provisions do not apply ... " (Order at 5) 

B. Other Authority Supports the Board's Conclusions 

As stated by the Board in its Order: 

"The Board relies on unambiguous language to fmd Subpart TT does not 
apply to NACME's operation. Illinois courts have stated that "where the 
language is clear and unambiguous, we must apply the statute [and, thus, 
regulation] without resort to further aids of statutory construction." Town & 
Country, 225 III. 2d at II 7. The parties have provided persuasive authority to aid 
construction, but the Board can apply the regulation without it. 

Nonetheless, if determinations by other environmental agencies starkly 
contrasted with the Board's interpretation, some explanation would be 
appropriate. However, the persuasive authority does not contradict the Board's 
interpretation of Subpart TT .... (Order at 5) 

IDEM Determinations. NACME provided three determinations made by 
the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. The determinations 
declined to apply Subpart TT to metal processing operations that apply oils 
similar to those NACME uses, finding in each case that the regulations are 
inapplicable because the operations do not use a curing oven or quench station.4 

These determinations are consistent with the Board's reading of Subpart TT. 
There is no drying or curing at the facilities in the IDEM determinations, so the 
regulation does not apply. 

USEP A Background Information Document. NACME also presented a 
background information document written by USEP A in connection with a 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants rulemaking applicable 
to metal coil coaters (excerpt at the end of Exh. D). [Appended as Exh. C] It 
describes coating, oven drying, and quenching practices without discussing 
coating operations without curing ovens. It also lists several types of coating 
used, but does not mention rust preventative or lubricating oil. Nothing in this 
document contradicts the Board's interpretation of Subpart TT. "(Order at 6) 

4 The Indiana determinations are presented as an attachment to a June 14, 2012 letter from 
NACME's environmental consultant to IEPA, Exhibit D to NACME's petition, appended hereto 
asExh. C 
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CONCLUSION 

NACME is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw because as the Board has previously 

concluded NACME does not dry or cure an oil coating applied to its steel and, thus, that the 

Standards of Performance for Metal Coil Surface Coating pursuant to 40 CFR 60 Subpart TT have no 

applicability to NACME. As such NACME requests that the Board enter summary judgment in its 

favor and strike special conditions 2a and 2b from the FESOP or otherwise direct the IEPA tore-

issue the FESOP without these special conditions. 

October 21, 2015 

Edward Walsh 
Reed Smith, LLP 
10 South Wacker Drive 
Suite 4000 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
(312) 207-1000 

Respectfully submitted, 

NACME STEEL PROCESSING, L.L.C., 
Petitioner 

Ry~w 
One oflts Attorneys """""" 
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THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C., 

Petitioner, 

v. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

PCB 15 -153 
(Permit Appeal -Air) 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, the undersigned certify that on this 21'1 day of October, 2015 I served true and correct copies 

ofNACME STEEL PROCESSING LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT upon 

the persons and by the methods as follows: 

[Electronic Filing] 

John T. Therriault, Assistant Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
James R. Thompson Center 
Suite 11-500 
100 West Randolph Street 
Chicago, Illinois 6060 I 

Mr. Bradley P. Halloran, Hearing Officer 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 
James R. Thompson Center 
I 00 West Randolph Street, Suite 11-500 
Chicago, Illinois 6060 I 

[First Class U.S. Mail] 

Nancy J. Tikalsky 
Office of the Attorney General 
69 W. Washington Street 
Suite 1800 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Christopher J. Grant 
Office of the Attorney General 
69 W. Washington Street 
Suite 1800 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

~~\JCL 
Edward Walsh 
Reed Smith, LLP 
10 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606-7507 
(312) 207-1000 

~ 
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ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
Octoberl, 2015 

NACME STEEL PROCESSING, L.L.C., 

Petitioner, 

V. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

Respondent. 

ORDER OF THE BOARD (by G.M. Keenan); 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

PCB 15-153 
(Penni! Appeal - Air) 

NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C. has appealed conditions imposed in an air permit 
issued by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA). In turn, IEP A filed the record of 
its pennitting determination and a motion for summary judgment. This Board order denies 
IEP A's motion. The order proceeds as follows; introduction, legal background, procedural 
history, undisputed facts, discussion, and conclusion. 

INTRODUCTION 

NACME owns and operates a steel pickling facility at 429 West !27th Street in Chicago. 
Generally, pickling removes impurities such as rust or stains from the surface of metaL 
NACME, in particular, pickles coils of thin, flat steel to remove oxide scale. Some customers 
ask NACME to coat the pickled steel with rust preventative oil or lubrication oiL In these cases, 
NACME applies the appropriate oil, winds the steel into a coil, and ships the coil while still wet 
with oiL 

LEPA issued an operating permit to NACME containing conditions requiring compliance 
with the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for metal coil surface coating operations; 
found at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart IT. Subpart IT regulates metal coil surface coating 
operations because the process emits volatile organic compounds in many instances. NACME 
and IEPA dispute whether Subpart IT's requirements apply to NACME's steel coil coating 
operation. Subpart IT applies to "affected facilities in a metal coil surface coating operation." 
40 C.F.R § 60.460(a) (2014). These affected facilities include "each finish coat operation." !d. 
The dispute centers on whether coating steel coils with rust preventative or lubrication oil fits 
Subpart IT's definition of fmish coat operation. · 

This Board order fmds that the NACME's coating operation does not meet Subpart IT's 
definition of finish coat operation and therefore denies IEPA's motion for summary judgment. 
Because NACME did not move for summary judgment, whether NACME is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law is not before the Board. However, today's order does not preclude NACME 
from moving for summary judgment in the future. 
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LEGAL BACKGROUND 

Section 1 I I of the federal Clean Air Act authorizes the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (USEPA) to develop NSPS rules for specific categories of emission sources. 42 U.S.C. 
§ 741 I (2014). Subpart TT contains the NSPS rules for metal coil surface coating operations. 
USEPA delegated administration ofNSPS, including Subpart IT, to IEP A. The Illinois 
Environmental Protection Act (referred to here as the. Act) authorizes lEPA to issue state 
operating permits containing federally enforceable provisions, including provisions to enforce 
Subpart TT. 415 ILCS 5/39.5 (2014). NACME's operating permit with Subpart TT conditions 
is this kind of permit. 

A permit containing conditions may be appealed. 415 !LCS 5/40(a)(I) (2014). In a 
permit appeal, the Board must determine whether the disputed conditions are necessary to 
accomplish the purposes of the Act. 1 Section 9.J(b) of the Act states that its provisions are 
intended to be consistent with the federal Clean Air Act, which includes the NSPS program. So 
the Board must determine whether lEP A appropriately included Subpart TT requirements in the 
NACME's operating permit. 

IEP A moved for summary judgment. The Board grants summary judgment when the 
record demonstrates that there is no issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. 2 Below, tlie Board finds that there is no issue of material fact but 
that IEP A is not entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 

PROCEDURAL IDSTORY 

NACME petitioned for hearing on Jan. 26,2015 (Pet.), which the Board accepted on Feb. 
5, 2015. IEPA filed the administrative record (R.) on Mar.10, 2015 after being granted amotion 
to extend the time allotted for filing. IEPA then moved for summary judgment (Mot. for S.J.) on 
May 4, 2015. NACME responded (Resp. Br.) on July 8, 2015. IEPA replied (Reply Br.) on July 
31, 2015. With leave of the Board, NACME filed a sur-reply (Sur-Reply Br.) on Aug. 11, 2015. 

UNDISPUTED FACTS 

The parties do not dispute the facts pertaining to NACME's production process. At its 
facility, NACME pickles steel to remove oxide scale. R. at 252, 712. After pickling, NACME 
often applies rust preventative oil or lubrication oil to the steel. ld. The steel coils are 
transferred to the customer while coated in the oil and the customer removes the oil before use. 
Rat 97-104. There is no curing or quenching equipment at NACME's facility and the steel 
coils are not dried before shipment. R. at 119-125. 

1 Sherex Chern. Co. v. lEPA PCB 91-202, slip op. at 2 (July 30, I 992), citing Joliet Sand & 
Gravel Co. v. IPCB, 163 III. App. 3d 830, 837 (3d Dist. 1987). 

2 Clayton Chern. Acquisition, L.L.C. v. IEPA, PCB 98-113, slip op. at 3 (Mar. !, 2001), citing 
Outboard Marine Corp. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 154 Ill. 2d 90 (1992). 

' 
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Nor do the parties dispute the facts pertaining to the permitting process. In October 2005, 
NACME applied to IEPA for a permit to operate its facility. Nearly seven years later, on April 
26, 2012, IEP A issued a draft operating permit The draft permit's conditions required 
compliance with Subpart TI. NACME asked IEP A to remove these requirements from the draft 
permit shortly after it was issued. 3 It also attempted to appeal the draft permit in August 2012, 
but the Board ordered NACME to wait for the final permit before appealing.4 IEPA issued the 
final operating permit on December 22, 2014. Exh. A to Pet. It contained the same Subpart TI 
requirements as the draft permit, so NACME petitioned the Board again. This time, because 
NACME appealed a final permit, the Board accepted the petition for hearing. 

DISCUSSION 

Issue of Material Fact 

IEPA argues that there is no issue of material fact. Mot. for S.J. at 4-6; Reply Br. at 2. 
And NACME does not argue to the contrary, instead only taking issue with !EPA's legal 
arguments. 5 The Board agrees that there is no issue of material fact in the record and turns to 
whether, on those facts, IEPA is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. 

Judgment as a Matter of Law 

Construing Regulatory Language 

The legal dispute principally concerns how to interpret the definition of "prime coat 
operation" in Subpart TI. 40 C.F.R. § 60.461(a) (2014). Essentially, ifNACME's operation is a 
prime coat operation, then the permit provisions implementing Subpart IT's requirements are 
necessary to accomplish the purposes of the Act. 

Thus, the Board must determine how to construe Subpart TI's language. The Board can 
follow the rules for constructing statutes when constructing regulations: "Because administrative 
regnlations have the force and effect of law, the familiar rules that govern construction of statutes 
also apply to the construction of administrative regulations." Kean v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 235 
Ill.2d 351,368 (2009). The "fundamental principk" for statutory construction "is to ascertain 
and give effect to the legislature's intent." ToWii & Countrv Utilities. Inc. v. IPCB, 225 Ill.2d 
103, 117 (2007). And the best way to give effect to intent is to construe the specific language, 
which is "the most reliable indicator of the legislature's objectives in enacting a particular 
law." Id. 

3 NACME and IEPA corresponded about the permit before NACME began this appeal. For 
example, NACME emailed IEP A on June 27, 20 12 and raised many of the arguments that 
NACME raised again in its petition. Exh. F to Pet. 

4 NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C. v. IEPA, PCB 13-7 (Nov. 15, 2012). 

5 For instance, NACME' s response only attacks IEPA's interpretation of Subpart TT and USe of 
persuasive authority. Resp. Br. at 3-9. 
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Likewise, when constructing a regulation, the Board looks first to its plain language. As 
explained below, the Board finds that the plain language of Subpart TT indicates the regulator 
did not intend to apply Subpart TI to a facility that does not dry or cure coatings. 

Definition of Metal Coil Surface Coating Operation. First, we look to the provision 
titled "Applicability and designation of affected facility," 40 C.P.R. § 60.460(a). 6 It states that 
Subpart IT's provisions apply to specific affected facilities "in a metal coil surface coating 
operation." Jd. IfNACME's operation is not a metal coil surface coating operation, then the 
provisions do not apply. Subpart IT's defmitions section states that the term "metal coil surface 
coating operation" means "the application system used to apply an organic coating to the surface 
of any continuous metal strip ... that is packaged in a roll or coil." Jd. at§ 60.46l(a). The oils 
NACME uses are organic coatings and NACME applies them to a metal strip packaged in a coil. 
R. at 387-388. So NACME's operation is a metal coil surface coating operation as defined in 
Subpart IT. 

Definition of Finish Coat Operation. The next question is whether NACME's 
operation meets the definition of any of the specified affected facilities. Subpart TT applies to 
three kinds of affected facilities, but IEPA only argues that NACME's operation is a finish coat 
operation. Mot. for S.J. at 12. · IfNACME's operation is a fmish coat operation as defined in 
Subpart TT, its regulatory provisions apply and the permit conditions stand. 

Subpart TT states: 

"Finish coat operation means the coating application station, 
curing oven, and quench station used to apply and dry or cure the 
initial coating(s) on the surface of the metal coil. ... " 40 C.P.R.§ 
60.46!(a). 

NACME argued that that the definition ''unambiguously states that a finish coat operation 
involves three physical attributes: a coating application station, curing oven, and quench station. 
The use of the conjunction 'and' leaves no doubt about this interpretation" and if only one 
attribute were required, the regulation would have used the word "or" instead of"and." Resp. 
Br. at 5 (emphasis original). 

IEP A argued that because the definition does not state that an operation "shall" have all 
the components listed, then not all three are necessary for Subpart TT to apply.7 In its reply, 
IEP A also argued that the language of the regulation is ambiguous. Reply Br. at 4-6. 

6 Neither party addresses the relevance, if any, in the distinction between a stationary source 
(here, the metal coil surface coating operation) and an affected facility (here, the finish coat 
operation) outlined in the general provisions to the NSPS regulations, 40 C.P.R.§§ 60.1 et seq. 

7 Mot. for S.J. at 12-13. IEPA also argues that because the definition notes the finish coat 
operation can be used to "apply and dry or cure," implying that a curing oven may not be at a 
facility covered by Subpart TT. ld (emphasis original). However, the defmition of" curing 
0ven" itself statr;s that the curing oven may be used to "dry or cure/' 40 C.P.R. § 60.46l(a). 
Thus, IEPA 's interpretation is clearly wrong. 
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But the Board need not address whether all three physical attributes listed in Subpart TT 
are required to constitute a finish coat operation. Instead, we only need to parse the latter part of 
the definition to conclude that the regulation does not apply to NACME's facility. 

The component!; of a prime coat operation must be used to apply and dry or cure 
coatings. This is clear when examining the definition sentence, which states that the individual 
componentS ("the coating application station, curing oven, and quench station") are "used" 
specifically "to apply and dry or cure ... " As NACME notes, "the definition of 'finish coat 
operation' requires that some drying or curing of the initial applied coating is necessary, and 
because NACME does no such drying or curing, the definition does not apply to NACME's 
facility." Resp. Br. at 5 (emphasis original). 

This part of the definition is not trivial: a "statute should be construed, if possible, so that 
no word is rendered meaningless or superfluous." Kean, 235 Ill. 2d at 368. Drying and curing is 
an essential part of the definition of the facility. If no component is used to dry and cute, the 
operation is not an affected facility. 

When customers ask N ACME to coat the pickled steel coils with oil, the coils are 
delivered stlll wet. R. at 97-104. Subpart TT applies only to a finish coat operation that dries or 
cures the coating. Because NACME does not dry or cure the coating, Subpart IT's provisions 
do not apply. To reach this result, the Board does not address whether a curing oven must be 
present to constitute a finish coat operation. 

Persuasive Authority 

The Board relies on unambiguous language to find Subpart TT does not apply to 
NACME' s operation. Illinois court!; have stated that "where the language is clear and 
unambiguous, we must apply the statute [and, thus, regulation] without resort to further aids of 
statutory construction." Town & Country, 225lll. 2d at 117. The parties have provided 
persuasive authority to aid construction, but the Board can apply the regulation without it. 

Nonetheless, if determinations by other enviromental agencies starkly contrasted with 
the Board's interpretation, some explanation would be appropriate. However, the persuasive 
authority does not contradict the Board's interpretation of Subpart TT. 

USEP A Region 5 Determination. IEP A cites an applicability determination from 
USEPA's Region 5 office in support of its interpretation of Subpart IT. Exh. E to Pet. In this 
determination, USEP A applied a performance testing provision in Subpart TT to a coating 
facility without a curing oven operated by a company named Olin. IEP A argued that this shows 
lJSEPA "determined that the subject facility met the applicability sta.t<dard of...Subpart TT," 
thwarting NACVili' s argument that Subpart IT only applies to facilities with a curing oven. Mot. 
for S.J. at 13-14. 

NACME argues that the determination has no bearing because it "focuses on an entirely 
unrelated issue, the alleged failure to appropriately measure VOC emissions from a plant in 
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conducting performances tests." Resp. Br. at 7. However, applicability is not entirely unrelated 
to performance testing. USEPA deliberately required compliance with Subpart IT at a facility 
lacking a curing oven and it is not plausible to argue US EPA simply ignored applicability. 

Yet, Olin's operation is distinguishable from NACME's in a manner consistent with the 
Board's interpretation of Subpart IT. Olin applied and dried a coating through evaporation. In 
fact, Olin operated a carbon :filter as part of the coating applicator to control the emissions 
generated when the coating dried. Exh. Eat 2. The application station is used to dry, thus it 
meets the definition in Subpart IT. By contrast, NACME does not dry the coating; the coils are 
shipped still wet with oil. Resp. Br. at 2. 

3M Detennination. IEPA also cites an August 9, 2013 USEPA applicability 
determination analyzing a facility where a print station applied ink to steel coils and was subject 
to Subpart IT. 8 IEP A says that this determination should persuade the Board because the print 
station lacked a curing oven, yet USEP A determined that Subpart TT applied. 

But IEP A's characterization is inaccurate: the print station included an oven. The 
determination notes that the operation includes "a print station with a small oven for making 
product markings." 3M Determinations at II, supra at n. 8. Thus the determination does not 
conflict with the Board's interpretation of Subpart TT because the equipment is used to dry the 
ink. 

IDEM Determinations. NACME provided three determinations made by the Indiana 
Department of Environmental Management. The determinations declined to apply Subpart IT to 
metal processing operations that apply oils similar to those NACME uses, finding in each case 
that the regulations are inapplicable because the operations do not use a curing oven or quench 
station.9 These determinations are consistent with the Board's reading of Subpart IT. There is 
no drying or curing at the facilities in the IDEM determinations, so the regulation does not apply. 

USEPA Background Information Document. NACME also presented a background 
information document written by USEP A in connection with a National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants rulemaking applicable to metal coil coaters (excerpt at the end of Exh. 
D). It describes coating, oven drying, and quenching practices without discussing coating 
operations without curing ovens. It also lists several types of coating used, but does not mention 
rust preventative ot lubricating oil. Nothing in this docnment contradicts the Board's 
interpretation of Subpart IT. 

Other Arguments 

8 Reply Br. at 5, citing Response to 3M Request for Several MACTINSPS Applicability 
Determinations, USEPA (Aug, 9, 2013), available at http://cfuub.epa.gov/adilpdf7adi-nsps-
1400018.pdf. 

9 The Indiana determinations are presented as an attachment to a June 14, 20121etter from 
NACME's environmental consultant to IEPA, Exhibit D to the petition. 
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IEP A contended that NA CME' s construction permit application attested that Subpart TI 
applied to its operation. Mot. for S.J. at 14-15. However, NACME notes that it contested the · 
special conditions in its permits less than a month after NACME received its first draft operating 
permit Resp. Br. at 9. Regardless, IEPA does not explain whether this purported admission 
should outweigh the plain language of Subpart TI, inform the interpretation of Subpart TI, or 
otherwise alter the Board's analysis based in parsing the words of the regulation. The Board sees 
no reason to do so and thus accords this argument no weight 

IEPA's motion also responds to an argument NACME made in its petition about the solid 
content ofthe oil applied to the steel coils. Mot. for S.J. at 18. NACME argued that compliance 
with Subpart TT is measured in terms of pounds of volatile organic matter per pounds of solids. 
There are no solids in NACME's oil, thus Subpart TT does not apply. Pet at 5. However, as 
IEP A notes, determining compliance with a regulation is distinct from determining applicability. 
Mot. for S.J. at 18. So this argument plays no role in the Board's finding on th~ applicability of 
SubpartTf. 

IEPA also moved to strike Exhibit A to NACME's response brief, the Affidavit of John 
DuBrock. Reply Br. at 2-4. The Board grants this motion. But in NACME's sur-reply, it 
properly notes that the affidavit largely reiterates alleged facts already found in the record. Sur
Reply Br. at 4. 

CONCLUSION 

The Board denies IEPA's motion for summary judgment. Though the Board finds no 
issue of material fact, IEP A has not shown it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Because 
NACME made no motion for summary judgment, whether NACME is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law is not a question before the Board. However, today' s order does not preclude 
NACME from moving for summary judgment in the future. Absent such a motion, the Board 
directs the parties to proceed to hearing, as outlined in the Board's February 5, 2015 order. 10 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

I, Don A. Brown, Assistant Clerk of the Illinois Pollution Control Board, certify that 
the Board adopted the above order on October 1, 2015, by a vote of 5-0. 

(i)CJY- a. 
Don A. Brown, Assistant Clerk 
Illinois Pollution Control Board 

10 NACME Steel Processing, L.L.C. v. IEPA, PCB 15-153 (Feb. 5, 2015). 
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IlliNOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

1021 NoRTH GRAND AvENuE EAsr, P.o. Box 19276, 5PRINGFI£LD,ILuNors 62794-9276 • (217) 782-2829 

PAT QUINN, GOVERNOR LISA BONNETT, DIRECTOR 

217/785-1705 

FEDERALLY ENFORCEABLE STATE OPERATING PERMIT -- NSPS SOURCE 

PERMITTEE 

NACME Steel Processing, LLC 
Attn: John DuBreck 
429 West 127th Street 
Chicago 1 Illinois 60628 

Application No.: 05100052 
Applicant's Designation: 
Subject: Steel Pickling Line Modific·ation 
Date Issued: December 22, 2014 
Location: 429 West 127th Street, Chicago, 

I.D. No.: 031600FWL 
Date Received: October 25, 2005 

Expiration Date: December 22, 2024 
Cook County 60628 

This Permit is hereby granted to the above-designated Permittee to OPERATE 
emission unit(s) and/or air pollutiOn co11trol equipment consisting of one (1) 
steel coil pickling line comprised of four (4} pickling tanks and coil washer 
exhausted to turbo-tunnel enclosure and three (3) 14,000 gallon hydrochloric 
acid storage tanks all controlled by a scrubber and one {1} steel coil oil 
coater pursuant to the above-referenced application. This Permit is subject 
to standard conditions attached hereto and the following special 
condition (s): 

la. This federally enforceable state operating permit is issued: 

i. To limit the emissions of air pollutants from the source to less 
than major source thresholds (i.e., 10 tons/year for any single 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP), and 25 tons/year for any 
combination of such HAPs). As a result, the source is excluded 
from the requirements to obtain a Clean Air Act Permit Program 
(CAAPP) permit. The maximum emissions of this source, as limited 
by the conditions of this permit are described in Attachment A. 

ii. To establish federally enforceable production and operating 
limitations, which restrict the potential to emit to less than 10 
tons/year for any individual Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) and 25 
tons/year of any combination of such HAPs so that the source is 
not subject to the requirements of the National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants {NESHAP) for Steel 
Pickling - HCl Process Facilities and Hydrochloric Acid 
Regeneration Plants, 40 CFR 63 Subpart CCC and the NESHAP for 
Surface Coating of Metal Coil, 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart SSSS. 

b. Prior to issuance, a draft of this permit has unde-rgone a public notice 
and comment period. 

c. This permit supersedes all operating permit(s) for this location. 
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2a. The coil coater associated with the steel coil pickling line is subject 
to the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for Metal Coil Surface 
Coating, 40 CFR 60 Subparts A and TT. The Illinois EPA is 
administering the NSPS in Illinois on behalf of the United States EPA 
under a delegation agreement. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.460{a) and (b), 
the provisions of 40 CFR 60 Subpart TT apply to the following affected 
facilities in a metal coil surface coating operation: each prime coat 
operation, each finish coat operation, and each prime and finish coat 
operation combined when the finish coat is applied wet on wet over the 
prime coat and both coatings are cured simultaneously that commences 
construction, modification, or reconstruction after January 5, 1981. 

b. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.462(a) (1), on and after the date on which 40 CFR 
60~8 requires a performance test to be completed, each owner or 
operator subject to 40 CFR 60 Subpart TT shall not cause to be 
discharged into the atmosphere more than 0.28 kilogram VOC per liter 
(kg VOC/1) of coating solids applied for each calendar month for each 
affec-ted facility that does not use an emission control device (s). 

3a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.123(a), no person shall cause or 
allow the emission of smoke or other particulate matter, with an 
opacity greater than 30 percent, into the atmosphere from any emission 
unit other than those emission units subject to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
212.122. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.123(b), the emission of smoke or 
other particulate matter from any such emission unit may have an 
opacity greater than 30 percent but not greater than 60 percent for a 
period or periods aggregating 8 minutes in any 60 minute period 
provided that such opaque emissions permitted during any 60 minute 
period shall occur from only one such emission unit l_ocated within a 
305 meter (1000 foot) radius from the center point of any other such 
emission unit owned or operated by such person, and provided further 
that such opaque emissions permitted from each such emission unit shall 
be limited to 3 times in any 24 hour period. 

c. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.301, no person shall cause or allow 
the emission of fugitive particulate matter from any process, including 
any material handling or storage activity, that is visible by an 
observer looking generally toward the zenith at a point beyond the 
property line of the source. 

d. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(c), no person shall cause or 
allow fugitive particulate matter emissions from any roadway or parking 
area to exceed an opacity of 10 percent, except that the opacity shall 
not exceed 5 percent at quarries with a capacity to produce more than 1 
million tons/year of aggregate. 

e. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(f), unless an emission unit has 
been assigned a particulate matter, PM10 , or fugitive particulate matter 
emissions limitation elsewhere in this 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316 or in 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 212 Subparts R or S, no person shall cause or allow 
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fugitive particulate matter emissions from any emission unit to exceed 
an opacity of 20 percent. 

f. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.321{a), except as further provided in 
35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 212, no person shall cause or allow the emission 
of particulate matter into the atmosphere in any one hour period from 
any new process emission unit which, either alone or in combination 
with the emission of particulate matter from all other similar process 
emission units for which construction or modification commenced on or 
after April 14, 1972, at a source or premises, exceeds the allowable 
emission rates specified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.32l(c). 

g. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(b), except as. otherwise provided 
in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324, no person shall cause or allow the 
emission into the atmosphere, of PM10 , from any process emission unit to 
exceed 68.7 mg/scm (0.03 gr/scf) during any one hour period. 

4a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204(d), except as provided in 35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 218.205, 218.207, 218.208, 218.212, 218.2i5 and 218.216, no 
owner or operator of a coating line shall apply at any time any coating 
in which the VOM content exceeds the following emission limitations for 
Coil Coating. Except as otherwise provided in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.204 (a), (c), (g), (h), (j), (1), (n), (p), and (q), compliance with 
the emission limitations is required on and after March 15, 1996. The 
following emission limitations are expressed in units of VQM per volume 
of coating (minus water and any compounds which are specifically 
exempted from the definition of VOM) as applied at each coating 
applicator, except where noted. Compounds which are specifically 
exempted from the definition of VOM should be treated as water for the 
purpose of calculating the "less water" part of the coating 
composition. Compliance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218 Subpart F must be 
demonstrated through the applicable coating analysis test methods and 
procedures specified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.105(a) and the 
recordkeeping and reporting requirements specif.ied in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.211(c) except where noted. The emission limitations are as 
follows: 

Coil Coating kg/1 
0.20 

lb/gal 
(l. 7) 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.301, no person shall cause or allow 
the discharge of more than 3.6 kg/hour {B lbs/hour) of organic material 
into the atmosphere from any emission unit, except as provided in 35 
Ill. Adm. Code 218.302, 218.303, or 218.304 and the following 
exception: If no odor nuisance exists the limitation of 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 218 Subpart G shall only apply to photochemically reactive 
material. 

Sa. This permit is issued based on the steel coil pickling line at this 
source not being subject to the National Emission Standards for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for Steel Pickling - HCl Process 
Facilities and Hydrochloric Acid Regeneration Plants, 40 CFR 63 Subpart 
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CCC. This is a result of the federally enforceable production and 
operating limitations, which restrict the potential to emit to less 
than 10 tons/year for any individual Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP), and 
25 tons/year of any combination of such HAPs. 

b. This permit is issued based on coil coater associated with the existing 
steel coil pickling line at this source not being subject to the 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP} for 
Su~face Coating of Metal Coil, 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart ssss. This is a 
result of the federally enforceable production and operating 
limitations, which restrict the potential to emit to less than 10 
tons/year for any individual Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP), and 25 
tons/year of any combination of such HAPs. 

6a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.314, 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.301 shall 
not apply and spraying pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.304 through 
212.310 and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.312 shall not be required when the 
wind speed is greater than 40.2 km/hr (25 mph). Determination of wind 
speed for the purposes of this rule shall be by a one-hour average or 
hourly recorded value at the nearest official station of the U.S. 
Weather Bureau or by wind speed instruments operated on the site. In 
cases whe_re the duration of operations subject to this rule is less 
than one hour, wind speed may be averaged over the duration of the 
operations on the basis of on-site wind speed instrument measurements. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(d), the mass emission limits 
contained in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(b) and (c) shall not apply to 
those emission units with no visible emissions other than fugitive 
particulate matter; however, if a stack test is performed, 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 212.324{d) is not a defense finding of a violation of the mass 
emission limits contained in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(b) and (c). 

7a. This permit is issued based on the solvent cleaning operations at this 
source not being subject to the requirements of 35 Ill. Adm- Code 
218.187(b). Pursuant to.35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(a) (1), on and after 
January 1, 2012: Except as provided in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.187(a) (2), the requirements of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187 shall 
apply to all cleaning operations that use organic materials at sources 
that emit a total of 226.8 kg per calendar month (500 lbs per calendar 
month) or more of VOM, in the absence of air pollution control 
equipment, from cleaning operations at the source other than cleaning 
operations identified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(a} {2). For purposes 
of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187, "cleaning operation11 means the process of 
cleaning products, product components, tools, equipment, or general 
work areas during production, repair, maintenance, or servicing 1 

including but not limited to spray gun cleaning, spray booth cleaning, 
large and small manufactured components cleaning, parts cleaning, 
equipment cleaning, line cleaning, floor cleaning, and tank cleaning, 
at sources with emission units; 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adrn. Code 218.209, no owner or operator of a 
coating line subject to the limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 is 
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required to meet the limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218 Subpart G (35 
Ill. Adm. Code 218.301 or 218.302}, after the date by which the coating 
line is required to meet 35 Ill. Adrn. Code 218.204. 

8. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.ll(d), at all times, including periods of 
startup, shutdown, and malfunction, owners and operators shall, to the 
extent practicable, maintain and operate any affected facility 
including associated air pollution control equipment in a manner 
consistent with good air pollution control practice for minimizing 
emissions. Determination of whether acceptable operating and 
maintenance procedures are being used will be based on information 
available to the Illinois EPA or USEPA which may include, but is not 
limited to, monitoring results, 'opcicity observations, review of 
operating and maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source. 

9a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm, Code 212.306, all normal traffic pattern 1 
access areas surrounding storage piles specified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code • 
212.304 and all normal traffic pattern roads and parking facilities • 
which are located on mining or manUfacturing property shall be paved or 
treated with water, oils or chemical dust suppressants. All paved 
areas shall be cleaned on a regular basis. All areas treated with 
water, oils or chemical dust suppressants shall have the treatment 
applied on a regular basis, as needed, in accordance with the operating 
program required by 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.309, 212.310 and 212.312 .. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.309(a), the emission units described 
in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.304 through 212.308 and 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
212.316 shall be operated under the provisions of an operating program, 
consistent with the requirements set forth in 35 Ill. Adrn. Code 212.310 
and 212.312, and prepared by the owner or operator and submitted to the 
Illinois EPA for its review. Such operating program shall be designed 
to significantly reduce fugitive particulate matter emissions. 

c. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm~ Code 212.310, as a minimum the operating 
program shall include the following: 

i. The name and address of the source; 

ii. The name and address of the owner or operator responsible for 
execution of the operating program; 

iii. A map or diagram of the source showing approximate locations of 
storage piles, conveyor loading operations, normal traffic 
pattern access areas surrounding storage piles and all normal 
tr.affic patterns within the source; 

iv. Location of unloading and transporting operations with pollution 
control equipment; 

v. A detailed description of the best management practices utilized 
to achieve compliance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212 Subpart K, 

_including an engineering specification of particulate collection 
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equipment, application systems for water, oil, chemicals and dust 
suppressants utilized and equivalent methods utilized; 

vi. Estimated frequency of application of dust suppressants by 
location of materials; and 

vii. Such other information as may be necessary to facilitate the 
Illinois EPA 1 s review of the operating program. 

d. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.312, the operating program shall be 
amended from time to time by the owner or operator so that the 
operating program is current. Such amendments shall be consistent with 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 212 Subpart K and shall be submitted to the Illinois 
EPA for its review. 

e. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(£), for any process emission unit 
subject to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(a), the owner or operator shall 
maintain and repair all air pollution control equipment in a manner 
that assures that the emission limits and standards in 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 212.324 shall be met at all times. 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324 
shall not· affect the applicability of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 201.149. 
Proper maintenance shall include the following minimum requirements: 

i. Visual inspections of air pollution control equipment; 

ii. Maintenance of an adequate inventory of spare parts; and 

iii. Expeditious repairs, unless the emission unit is shutdown. 

lOa. In the event that the operation of this source results in an odor 
nuisanQe, the Permittee shall take appropriate and necessary actions to 
minimize odors, including but not limited to, changes in raw material 
or installation of controls, in order to eliminate the odor nuisance. 

b. The Permittee shall, in accordance with the manufacturer{s) and/or 
vendor(s) recommendations, perform periodic maintenance on the scrubber 
and turbo-tunnel enclosure such that scrubber and turbo-tunnel 
enclosure are kept in proper working condition and not cause a 
violation the Environmental Protection Act or regulations promulgated 
therein. 

c. The scrubber and turbo-tunnel enclosure shall be in operation at all 
times when the associated emission units are in operation and emitting 
air contaminants. 

d. The scrubber shall be equipped with a monitoring device that 
continuously indiCates and records the make-up water flow and pressure 
drop across the scrubber4 The Permittee shall calibrate, maintain, and 
operate the scrubber monitoring device according to the rnanufacturer•s 
specifications. 
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lla. This permit is issued based on negligible emissions of hydrogen 
chloride (HCl) from the steel coil pickling line and three hydrochloric 
acid storage tanks. For_ this purpose, HCl emission shall not exceed 
nominal emission rates of 0.1 lb/hour and 0.44 ton/year. These limits 
are based on the maximum production rate, the most recen_t stack test 
data and the following operational limits: 

i. Steel Coil Throughput: 120 tons/hour, 89,000 tons/month, 
1,050,000 tons/year; 

ii. Hydrochloric Acid Usage: 2,510 lbs/hour, 930 tons/month, 11,000 
tons/year; 

iii. Maximum HCl concentration in pickling tanks: 16%; 

iv. _Maximum pickling tanks temperature: 190°Fi 

v. Scrubber make-up water flow no leSs than 1.88 gallons/minute; and 

vi. Pressure drop across the scrubber no more than 9.15, w.c. 

b. The VOM usage and VOM emission from the oil coater shall not exceed the 
following limits: 

VOM Usage VOM Emissions 
(Tons/Month) (Tons/Year) (Tons/Month) (Tons/Year) 

1.27 12.70 1. 27 12.70 

These limits are based on the maximum material usage, the maximum VOM 
and HAP content of the materials, and the maximum emissions determined 
by a material balance. The VOM and HAP emissions shall be determined 
from the following equation: 

Where: 

E VOM or HAP emissions (tons); 

Vi individual coating usage (tons); anct· 

Ci VOM or HAP content of the each individual coating (weight 
fraction) . 

c. -The emissions of Hazard_ous Air Pollutants (HAPs) as listed in Section 
112 {b). of the Clean Alr Act from the source shall not exceed 0. 79 
tons/month and 7.9 tons/year of any single HAP and 1.31 tons/month and 
13.14 tons/year of any combination of such HAPs. As a result of this 
condition, this permit is issued based on the emissions of any HAP from 
this source not triggering the requirements to obtain a CAAPP permit 
from the Illinois EPA, the NESHAP for Steel Pickling - HCl Process 
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Facilities and Hydrochloric Acid Regeneration Plants, 40 CFR 63 Subpart 
CCC, and the NESHAP for Surface Coating of Metal Coil, 40 CFR Part 63, 
Subpart SSSS. 

d. Compliance with the annual limits of this permit shall be determined on 
a monthly basis from the sum of the data for the current month plus the 
preceding 11 months (running 12 month total). 

12a. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.8{a), at such other times as may be required by 
the Illinois EPA or USEPA under section 114 of the Clean Air Act, the 
owner or operator of such facility shall conduct performance test(s) 
and furnish the Illinois EPA or USEPA a written report of the.results 
of such performance test(s}. 

b. Pursuant to·40 CFR 60.8(b), performance tests shall be conducted and 
data reduced in accordance with the test methods arid procedures 
contained in each applicable subpart of 40 CFR Part 60 unless the 
Illinois EPA or USEPA: 

i. Specifies or approves, in specific cases, the use of a reference 
method with minor changes in methodology; 

ii. Approves the use of an equivalent method; 

iii. Approves the use of an alternative method the results of which he 
has determined to be adequate for indicating whether a specific 
source is in compliance; 

iv. Waives the requirement for performance tests because the owner or 
operator of a source has demonstrated by other means to the 
Illinois EPA's or USEPA's satisfaction that the affected facility 
is in compliance with the standard; or 

v. Approves shorter sampling times and smaller sample volumes when 
necessitated by process variables or other factors. Nothing in 
this paragraph shall be construed to abrogate the Illinois EPA's 
or USEPA' s authority to require tes-ting under section 114 of the 
Clean Air Act. 

c. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.8(c), performance tests shall be conducted under 
such conditions as the Illinois EPA or USEPA shall specify to the plant 
operator based on representative performance of the affected facility. 
The owner or operator shall make available to the Illinois EPA or USEPA 
such records as may be necessary to determine the conditions of the 
performance tests. Operations during periods of startup, shutdown, and 
malfunction shall not constitUte representative conditions for the 
purpose of a performance test nor shall emissions in excess of the 
level of the applicable emission limit during periods of startup, 
shutdown, and malfunction be considered a violation of the applicable 
emission limit unless otherwise specified in the applicable standard. 
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d. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.B(e), the owner or operator of an affected 
facility shall provide, or cause to be provided, performance testing 
facilities as follows: 

i. Sampling ports adequate for test methods applicable to such 
facility. This includes: 

A. Constructing the air pollution control system such that 
volumetric flow rates and pollutant emission rates can be 
accurately determined by applicable test 1 methods and 
procedures; and 

B. Providing a stack or duct free of cyclonic flow during 
performance tests, as demonstrated by applicable test 
methods and procedures. 

ii. Safe sampling platform(s). 

iii. Safe access to sampling platform(s). 

iv. Utilities for sampling and testing equipment. 

lJa. Pursuant to 40 .CFR 60.463(b), the owner or operator of an affected 
facility shall conduct an initial performance test as required under 40 
CFR 60.8(a} and thereafter a performance test for each calendar month 
for each affected facility according to the procedures in 40 CFR 
60.463. 

b. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.463(c) (1), the owner or operator shall use the 
following procedures for determining monthly volume-weighted average 
emissions of VOC's in kg/1 of coating solids applied. An owner or 
operator shall use the following procedures for each ·affecte~ facility 
that does not use a capture system and control device to comply with 
the emission limit specified under 40 CFR 60.462{a) {1). The owner or 
operator shall determine the composition of the coatings by formulation 
data supplied by the manufacturer of the coating or by an analysis of 
each coating, as received, using Method 24. The Illinois EPA or USEPA 
may require the owner or operator who uses formulation data supplied by 
the manufacturer of the coatings to determine the VOC content of 
coatings using Method 24 or an equivalent or alternative method, The 
owner or operator shall determine the volume of coating and the mass of 
VOC-solvent added to coatings from cOmpany records on a monthly basis. 
If a common coating distribution system serves more than one affected 
facility or serves both affected and existing facilities, the owner or 
operator shall estimate the volume of coating used at each affected 
facility by using the average·dry weight of coatin~ and the surface 
area coated by each affected and existing facility or by other 
procedures acceptable to the Illinois EPA or USEPA. 

i. Calculate the volume-weighted average of the total mass of VOC's 
consumed per unit volume of coating solids applied during each 
calendar month for each affected facility, except as provided 
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under 40 CFR 60.463(c) (1) (iv). The weighted average of the total 
mass of VOC's used per unit volume of coating solids applied each 
calendar month is determined by the following procedures. 

A. Calculate the mass of VOC's used {M0 + Md) during each 
calendar month for each affected facility by using Equation 
1 in 40 CFR 60.463 (c) (1) (i) (A). 

n m 

Mv+M;.t = LLcrDciWoi + LLdjD.q Equalion I 
i.=l },4 

(SLctiDctJ will be 0 if no VOC solvent is added to the 
coatings, as received) 

Where: 

n is the number of different coatings used during the 
calendar month, and 

m is the number of different VOC solvents added to coatings 
used during the calendar month. 

B. Calculate the total volume of coating solids used (Ls) in 
each calendar month for each affected facility by the 
following equation: 

• 
T ~"' = L V:.fl T ·ci Equation 2 

j:i 

Where: 

n is the number of different coatings used during the 
calendar month. 

C. Calculate the volume-weighted average mass of VOC's used 
per unit volume of coating solids applied (G) during the 
calendar month for each affected facility by the following 
equation: 

Equation 3 

ii. Calculate the volume-weighted average of VOC emissions to the 
atmosphere (N) during the calendar month for each affected 
facility by the following equation: 

Equation 4 

iii. Where the volume-weighted average mass of VOC's discharged to the 
atmosphere per unit volume of coating solids applied {N) is equal 
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to or less than 0.28 kg/1, the affected facility is in 
compliance. 

iv. If each individual coating used by an affeCted facility has a VOC 
content, as received, that is equal to or less than 0.28 kg/1 of 
coating solids, the affected facility is in compliance provided 
no VOC's are added to the coatings during distribution or 
application. 

14a. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.466(a) (1), the reference methods in Appendix A to 
40 CFR Part 60, except as provided under 40 CFR 60.B(b), shall be used 
to determine compliance with 40 CFR 60.462 as follows: Method 24, or 
data provided by the formulator of the coating, shall be used for 
determining the VOC content of each coating as applied to the surface 
of the metal coil. In the event of a dispute, Method 24 shall be the 
reference method. When VOC content of waterborne coatings, determined 
by Method 24, is used to determine compliance of affected facilities, 
the results of the Method 24 analysis shall be adjusted as described in 
Section 12.6 of Method 24; 

b. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.466(b), for Method 24, the coating sample must be 
at least a 1-liter sample taken at a point where the sample will be 
representative of the coating as applied to the surface of the metal 
coil. 

15a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 201.282, every emission source or air 
pollution control equipment shall be subject to the following testing 
requirements for the purpose of determining the nature and quantities 
of specified air contaminant emissions and for the purpose of 
determining ground level and ambient air concentrations of such air 
contaminants: · 

i. Testing by Owner or Operator. The Illinois EPA-may require the 
owner or operator of the emission source or air pollution control 
equipment to conduct such tests in accordance with procedures 
adopted by the Illinois EPA, at such reasonable times as may be 
specified by the Illinois EPA and at the expense of the owner or 
operator of the emission source or air pOllution control 
equipment. The Illinois EPA may adopt procedures detailing 
methods of testing and formats for reporting results of testing. 
Such procedures and revisions thereto, shall not become effective 
until filed with the Secretary of State, as required by the APA 
Act. All such tests shall be made by or under the direction of a 
person qualified by training and/or experience in the field of 
air pollution testing. The Illinois EPA shall have the right to 
observe all aspects of such tests. 

ii. Testing by the Illinois EPA. The Illinois EPA shall have the 
right to conduct such tests at any time at its own expense. Upon 
request of the Illinois EPA, the owner or operator of the 
emission source or air pollution control equipment shall provide, 
without charge to the Illinois EPA, necessary holes in stacks or 
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ducts and other safe and proper testing facilities, including 
scaffolding, but excluding instruments and sensing devices, as 
may be necessary. · 

b. Testing required by Conditions 16 and 17 shall be. performed upon a 
written request from the Illinois EPA by a qualified independent 
testing service. 

16. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.110(c), upon a written notification 
by the Illinois EPA, the owner or operator of a particulate matter 
emission unit subject to 35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 212 shall conduct the 
applicable testing for particulate matter emissions, opacity, or 
visible emissions at such person's own expense, to demonstrate 
compliance. Such test results shall be submitted to the Illinois EPA 
within thirty (30) days after conducting the test unless an alternative 
time for submittal is agreed to by the Illinois EPA. 

17. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.211(a), the VOM content of each 
coating shall be determined by the applicable test methods and 
procedures specified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.105 to establish the 
records requir~d under 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.211. 

18. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.464(a), where compliance with the numerical limit 
specified in 40 CFR 60.462(a) (1) or {2) is achieved through the use of 
low VOC-content coatings without the use of emission control devices or 
through the use of higher VOC-content coatings in conjunction with 
emission control devices, the owner or operator shall compute and 
record the average VOC content of coatings applied during each calendar 
month for each affected facility, according to the equations provided 
in 40 CFR 60.463. 

19a. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.7(b), any owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of 40 CFR Part 60 shall maintain records of the occurrence 
and duration of any startup, shutdown, or malfunction in the operation 
of an affected facility; any malfunction of the air pollution control 
equipment; or any periods during which a continuous monitoring system 
or monitoring device is inoperative. 

b. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.7(£), any owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of 40 CFR Part 60 shall maintain a file of all measurements, 
including continuous monitoring system, monitoring device, and 
performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system 
performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring 
device calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on 
these systems or devices; and all other information required by 40 CFR 
Part 60 recorded in a permanent form suitable for inspection. The file 
shall be retained for at least two years following the date of such 
measurements, maintenance, reports, and records. 

20. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.465(e), each owner or operator subject to the 
provisions of 40 CFR 60 Subpart TT shall maintain at the source, for a 
period of at least 2 years, records of all data and calculations used 
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to determine monthly VOC emissions from each affected facility and to 
determine the monthly emission limit, where applicable. Where 
compliance is achieved through the use of thermal incineration, each 
owner or operator shall maintain, at the source, daily records of the 
incinerator combustion temperature. If catalytic incineration is used, 
the owner or operator shall maintain at the source daily records of the 
gas temperature, both upstream and downstream of the incinerator 
catalyst bed. 

21. Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.10(b) (3), if an owner or operator determines that 
his or her stationary source that emits (or has the potential to emit, 
without considering controls) one or more hazardous air pollutants 
regulated by any standaid established pursuant to section 112{d) or (f) 
of the Clean Air Act, and that stationary source is in the source 
category regulated by the relevant standard, but that source is not 
subject to the relevant standard (or other requirement established 
under 40 CFR Part 63} because o£ limitations on the sOurce's potential 
to emit or an exclusion, the owner or operator must keep a record of 
the applicability determination on site at the source for a period of 5. 
years after the determination, or until the source changes its 
operations to become an affected source, whichever comes first. The 
record of the applicability determination must be signed by the person 
making the determination and include an analysis (or other information) 
that demonstrates why the owner or operator believes the source is 
unaffected (e.g., because the source is an area source). The analysis 
(or other information) must be sufficiently detailed to allow the USEPA 
and/or Illinois EPA to make a finding about the source's applicability 
status with regard to the relevant standard or other requirement. If 
relevant, the analysis must be performed in accordance with 
requirements established in relevant subparts of 40 CFR Part 63 for 
this purpose for particular categories of stationary sources. If 
relevant,. the analysis should be performed in accordance with USEPA · 
guidance materials published to assist sources in making applicability 
determinations under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, if any. The 
requirements to determine applicability of a standard under 40 CFR 
63.l{b) (3) and to record the results of that determination under 40 CFR 
63.10(b) (3) shall not by themselves create an obligation for the owner 
or operator to obtain a Title V permit. 

22a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.110(e), the owner or operator of an 
emission unit subject to 35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 212 shall retain 
records of all tests which are performed. These records shall be 
retained for at least three (3} years after the date ·a test is 
performed. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(g) (1), the owner or operator of 
any fugitive particulate matter emission unit subject to 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 212.316 shall maintain written records of the application of 
control measures as may be needed for compliance with the opacity 
limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. Code. 212.316. 
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c. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316 {g) (2), the records required under 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316 shall include at least the following: 

i. The name and address of the source; 

ii. The name and address of the owner and/or operator of the source; 

iii. A map or diagram showing the location of all emission units 
controlled including the location, identification, length, and 
width of roadways; 

iv. For each application of water or chemical solution to roadways by 
truck: the name and location of the roadway controlled, 
application rate of each truck, frequency of each application, 
width of each application, identification of each truck used, 
total quantity of water or chemical used for each application 
and, for each application of chemical solution, the concentration 
and identity of the chemical; 

v. For application of physical or chemical control agents: the name 
of the agent, application rate and frequency 1 and total quantity 
of agent and, if diluted 1 percent of concentrat~on, used each 
day; and 

vi. A log recording incidents when control measures were not used and 
a statement of explanation. 

d. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(g) (3), copies of all records 
required by 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316 shall be submitted to the 
Illinois EPA within ten (10} working days after a written request by 
the Illinois EPA and shall be transmitted to t~e Illinois EPA by a 
company-designated persOn with authority to release such records. 

e. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(g) (4), the records required under 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316 shall be kept and maintained for at least 
three (3) years and shall be available for inspection and copying by 
Illinois EPA representatives during working hours. 

f. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(g) (1), written records of 
inventory and documentation of inspections, maintenance, and repairs of 
all air pollution control equipment shall be kept in accordance with 35 
Ill. Adm. Code 212.324 (f). 

g. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(g) (2), the owner or operator 
shall document any period during which any process emission unit was in 
operation when the air pollution control equipment was not in operation 
or was malfunctioning so as to cause an emissions level in excess of 
the emission limitation. These records shall include documentation of 
causes for pollution control equipment not operating or such 
malfunction and shall state what and corrective actions taken and what 
repairs were made. 
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h. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324 {g) {3), a written record of the 
inventory of all spare parts not readily available from local suppliers 
shall be kept an updated. 

i. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(g) (5), the records required under 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324 shall be kept and maintained for at least 
three (3) years and shall be available for inspection and copying by 
Illinois EPA representatives during working hours. 

23a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(e) (1) (B), the owner or operator 
of a source exempt from the limitations of 35 Ill. Adrn. Code 218.187 
because of the criteria in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(a) (1) shall on and 
after January 1, 2012, collect and record the following' information 
each month for each cleaning operation, other than cleaning operations 
identified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187 (a) (2): 

i. The name and identification of each VOM-containing cleaning 
solution as applied in each cleaning operation; 

ii. The VOM content of each cleaning solution as applied in each 
cleaning operation; 

iii. The weight of VOM per volume and the volume of each as-used 
cleaning solution; and 

iv. The total monthly VOM emissions from cleaning operations at the 
source. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(e) (10), all records required by 
this 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(e) shall be retained by the source for 
at least three years and shall be made available to the Illinois EPA 
upon request. 

c. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.211(c) (2), any owner or operator of a 
coating line subject to the limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 
other than 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204(a) (1) (B), (a) (1) (C), (a) (2) (B), 
(a) (2) (C), or (a) (2) (D) and complying by means of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.204 shall comply with the following: On and after a date 
consistent with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.106, or on and after the initial 
start-up date, the owner or operator of a subject coating line shall 
collect and record all of the following information each day, unless 
otherwise specified, for each coating line and maintain the information 
at the source for a period of three years: 

i. The name and identification number of each coating as applied on 
each coating line; 

ii. The weight of VOM per volume of each coating (minus water and any 
compounds which are specifically exempted from the definition of 
VOM) as applied each day on each coating line. 
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24a. The Permittee. shall maintain records of the following items so as to 
demonstrate compliance with the conditions of this permit: 

i. Records addressing use of good operating practices for the 
scrubber and turbo-tunnel enclosure: 

A.. Records for periodic inspection of the scrubber and turbo
tunnel enclosure with date, individual performing the 
inspection, and nature of inspection; and 

B. Records for prompt repair of defects, with identification 
and description of defect, €£feet on emissions, date 
identified, date repaired, and nature of repair. 

ii. Daily HCl concentration in pickling tanks (weight %); 

iii. Daily pickling tank temperature {°F); 

iv. Daily scrubber make-up water flow (gallons/minute); 

v. Daily pressure drop across the scrubber (in of w.c.}; 

vi. Steel process rate (tons/month and tons/year); 

vii. Hydrochloric acid usage (gallons/month and gallons/year); 

viii. Coating and cleanup solvent usage (tons/month and tons/year); 

ix. The VOM and HAP content of each coating and cleanup solvent (% by 
weight); 

x. Monthly and annual emissions of PM, VOM _and HAP from the source 
with supporting calculations (tons/month and tons/year). 

b. All records and logs required by this permit shall be retained at a 
readily accessible location at the source for at least five (5) years 
from the date of entry and shall be made available for inspection and 
copying by the Illinois EPA or USEPA upon request. Any records 
retained in an electronic format (e.g., Computer storage device) shall 
be capable of being retrieved and printed on paper during normal source 
office hours so as to be able to respond to the Illinois EPA or OSEPA 
request for records during the course of a source inspection. 

25. Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.465(c}, following the initial performance test, 
the owner or operator o£ an affected facility shall identify, record, 
and.submit a written report to the Illinois EPA or USEPA every calendar 
quarter of each instance in which the volume-weighted average of the 
local mass of VOC's emitted to the atmosphere per volume of applied 
coating solids {N) is greater than the limit specified under 40 CFR 
60.462. If no such instances have occurred during a particular 
quarter, a report stating this shall be submitted to the Illinois EPA 
or USEPA semiannually. 
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26a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.110(d), a person planning to conduct 
testing for particulate matter emissions to demonstrate compliance 
shall give written notice to the Illinois EPA of that intent. Such 
notification shall be given at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
initiation of the test unless a shorter period is agreed to by the 
Illinois EPA. Such notification shall state the specific test methods 
from 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.110 that will be used. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.316(g) (1), the owner or operator of 
any fugitive particulate matter emission unit subject to 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 212.316 shall submit to the Illinois EPA an annual report 
containing a summary of the application of control measures as may be 
needed for compliance with the opacity limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code. 212.316. 

c. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm.,Code 212.316(g) (5), a quarterly report shall 
be submitted to the Illinois EPA stating the following: the dates any 
necessary control measures were not_· implemented, a listing of those 
control measures, the reasons that the control measures were not 
implemented, and any corrective actions taken. This information 
includes, but is not limited to, those dates when controls were not 
applied based on a belief that application of such control·measures 
would have been unreasonable given prevailing atmospheric conditions, 
which shall constitute a defense to the requirements of this Section. 
This report shall be submitted to the Illinois EPA 30 calendar days 
from the end of a quarter. Quarters end March 31, June 30, September 
30, and December 31. 

d. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324(g) (4), copies of all records 
required by 35 Ill. Adm. Code 212.324 shall be submitted to the 
Illinois EPA within ten {10) working days after a written request by 
the Illinois EPA. 

27a. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(e) (1) (C), the owner or operator 
of a source exempt from the limitations o£ 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187 
because of the criteria in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.187(a) (1) shall comply 
with the following: Notify the Illinois EPA of any record that shows 
that the combined emissions of VOM from cleaning operations at the 
source, other than cleaning operations identified in 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.187(a) (2), ever equal or exceed 226.8 kg/month (500 lbs/month), in 
the absence of air pollution control equipment, within 30 days after 
the event occurs. 

b. Pursuant to 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.211(c) (3), any owner or operator of a 
coating line subject to the limitations of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 
other than 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 (a) (1) (B), (a) (1) (C), (a) (2) (B), 
(a) (2) (C), or ·(a) (2) (D) and complying by means of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 
218.204 shall comply with the following: 

i. By a date consistent with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.106, or upon 
initial start-up of a new coating line 1 or upon changing the 
method of compliance from an existing subject coating line from 
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35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.205, 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.207, 35 Ill. 
Adm. Code 218.215, or 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.216 to 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 218.204; the owner or operator of a subject coating line 
shall certify to the Illinois EPA that the coating line will be 
in compliance with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 on and after a date 
consistent with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.106, or on and after the 
initial start-up date. The certification shall include: 

A. The name and identification number of each coating as 
applied on each coating line; 

B. The weight of VOM per volume of each coating {minus water 
. and any compounds which are specifically exempted from the 
definition of VOM) as applied each day on each coating 
line. 

ii. On and after a date consistent with 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.106, 
the owner or operator of a subject coating line shall notify the 
Illinois EPA in the follOwing instances: 

A. Any record showing violation of 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 
shall be reported by sending a copy of such record to the 
Illinois EPA within 30 days following the occurrence of the 
violation. 

B. At least 30 calendar days before changing the method of 
compliance from 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 to 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 218.205 or 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.207, the owner or 
operator s~all comply with all requirements of 35 Ill. Adm. 
Code 218.2ll(d) (1) or (e) (1), as applicable. Upon changing 
the method of compliance from 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.204 to 
35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.205 or 35 Ill. Adm. Code 218.207, the 
owner or operator shall comply with all requirements of 35 
Ill. Adm. Code 218.211(d) or (e), as applicable. 

28a. If there is an exceedance of or a deviation from the requirements of 
this permit as determined by the records required by this permit, the 
Permittee shall submit a report to the Illinois EPA's Compliance 
Section in Springfield, Illinois within 30 days after the exceedance or 
deviation. The report shall include the emissions released in 
accordance with the recordkeeping requirements, a copy of the relevant 
records, and a description of the exceedances or deviation and efforts 
to reduce emissions and future occurrences. 

b. Two (2) copies of required reports and notifications shall be sent to: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Illinois EPA 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Compliance and Enforcement Section {i40) 
P.O. Box 19276 
Springfield, IL 62794-9276 
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and one (1) copy shall be sent to the Illinois EPA's regional office at 
the following address unless otherwise indicated: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Illinois EPA 
Division of Air Pollution Control - Regional Office 
9511 West Harrison 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 

If you have any questions on this permit, please contact Valeriy Brodsky at 
217/785-1705. 

~£FV~_ ./ h..; f"-D 
Raymond E. Pilapil 
Acting Manager, Permit Section 
Division of Air Pollution Control 

REP:VJB:psj 

cc: Illinois EPA, FOS Region 1 
Lotus Notes 

Date Signed: 
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Attachment A - Emissions Summary 

This attachment provides a summary of the maximum emissions from the steel 
coil pickling plant operating in compliance with the requirements of this 
federally enforceable permit. In preparing this summary, the Illinois EPA 
used the annual operating scenario which results in maximum emissions from 
such a plant. The resulting maximum emission is below the level (e.g., 10 
tons/year for any single HAP and 25 tons/year for any combination of such 
HAP), at which this source would be considered a major source for purposes of 
the Clean Air Act Permit Program. Actual emissions from this source will be 
less than predicted in this summary to the extent that less material is used 
and control measures are more effective than required in this permit. 

Emission Unit 

Steel Coil Pickling Line and Three 
Hydrochloric Acid Storage Tanks 

Coil Coating 
Totals 

VJB:psj 

E M I S S I 0 

PM ·VOM 

0.44 
12.70 

0.44 12.70 

N S (Tons/Year) 
Single Combined 

HAP HAPs 

0.44 0.44 
12.70 

7. 90 13.14 
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-~'r~T£ OF ILLINOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

DIVISION OF AIR- POLLUTION CONTROL· 
P~O. BOX 19506 

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62794-950;6 'i 

·-.> 

L..c:-~---,---·-· .,c;.,,.:_ __ ~-------S.::CTAND=:.:ARD=:.:FO::C:..~::.ND=IT:.:I::O::.:N:..S __________ ____:-c-;_--c-,.c:_-_j·l•.·.·.· OPERATING PERMITS . 

Mciy, 1993 

Th,e Illinois Environmental Prote<;:ti6n. Act (Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter lil.:_l/2, .sect_;i.on .· 
1"039:) ·grants t}1e·· EnvirOnmental Protection Agency authority to impose conditions ·on pe_rmi_ts w~i~ ·it.-· 
issues. 

·."I 

'!'he foll?wing conditions are· applicable unless superseded by special_ pennit conditions {s}. 

1. The issUance· o~ this Pei:mit. do~s ·nat release the Permittee ·from .complia:OCe -with state al].d ·. 
fed_~ral regulations which are part of the IllinOis State Impleinentation -Plan, as wel.~ ·as "with 
other applicable statUes and _regulations of the United States .Or the State .qf Illinois _or With_-_· 
appliqable ·loc'al laws, ordinances and regul:ations. 

2. Th.e -Illinois EPA has issued this pei:mit based upon the infonnation submitted by the. Permittee
in the· permit application. Any- misinformation,- false ata:temerit or misrepresentation in the. 
appli¢atio'n sha~l be ground for revocat-iOn under 35 ·Ill. Adm. · Code ~01. 16.6- · 

;3. a.·· The Permitte'e Shall not authorize, cause, direct or allow any modification, as defined in 
35 Ill .. Adm. Code 201.102, of equipment, operations or practiCes ·whiCh are .reflected in 

· the p"e:inii t applic-~tion- as submitted unless a new- applica-tio:ri . at requeSt ·for revision of 
the existing permit is filed with the Illinois EPA alld unless a new permit br revision of 
the existing permit{s) is issued for such modificatiOn. 

b. This permit only· coVers emission sources and control equipment while phySically present at 
the indicated plant iocation (S) _ Unless the pennit specif·ically provides for equipritent 
reloc~tion, this_ permit is void for. an item of equipment on· the.day 'it is rcemoved from the 
permitted location(s) or if all equipment is removed~ notwithstanding the .expiration date 
specified on the permit. 

4. The Permittee sh.all allow· any duly authorized agent of. the Illinois EPA, upon the presentation 
of credentials,- at reasonable timeS: 

a. To enter the Permittee's property where actual or potential effluent, emission or no~se 
sources are located or where any activi.ty is to be conduc~ed pursuant to this permit; 

b. To ha'Ve access to ~md · to copy any records required to be kept under the terms and 
condition's of. this permit; 

c. 

d. 

e. 

To inspect, including during any hours of operation of equipment cpn~tructed or operated 
under this permit, such equipinent and any equipment required: to· be· kept, used, ope~a-ted, 

calibr~ted and maintained tinder this permit_; 

To obtain and remove samples of any discharge or emission Of pollutant$; and 

To eriter and utilize anY photographic, 
fo~ the purpose of preserving,·testing, 
effiission authorized by this permit. 

recording, ·testing, monitOring or other equipment 
monitoring Or recor:ding· -any actiVity, .. discharge ot 

~- The ~ssuance of this permit: 

a_ Shall not be considered as in any manner affecting the title of the premises upon. w.hich 
the permitted facilities are located; 

IL 532-0224 090-"-005 
APe 161 Rev. March, 2001 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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b. Do,es .-no_t ·release the Pei:mittee .from any liability for damage to person_ Qr p:iciperty.J:!a,u13 ect 

6. 

7. 

l?f c;J:i: resulting from _the consti-ud:ion;. maintenance~ or operation of .the fac~'li_ties" ;.' .'-~~ .. 

·op-e~ not t~.k~.· in~o C~n~~deration or attest to -t;~e st~ctuial ~tabi·l~ty. Of: a~y. ~~-~~. o~ B-~-~t 
of. the proJect; and ·.:- ·:··· ·. 

'• 

d. ·:.";_rn. rio. manner iinplies or suggests that the Illinois EPA .(or its· officerS,·· a<Jents;. o.r .. 
· _'em:pl.o'yees) assumes ·any· iiability, . dir€.ctly or indirectl'y, fdr -any .l,oss dtie fo .:_·.a~_ge, 
, i_ns.~.:il·lat _ _i,~n, maintenance, or operation_. Of the propos~d equipment or fa~ility.·_ 

TPe/ f~"ci~i£ieS cov~red by thiS pe~t ·s.hair be Op~rated. in s~ch a manne:i: that the. :dis:Pb·s~i_;'_or;- , 
-ciir,_.~ontanullants. collected by the equipment Shall not cause a violation of-. t;he E.hvironme:ht"ai';: 

. ' . . ' 
~rot¢ct,ion Act o-r ·regulations promulgated thereUnder. 

. . 

+he Petitti ttee ~ha,ll maintain ali· equi~ent ~overed u.nder this 
perfonnail~e of SUch equipll!.ent. shall not cause a violatiOn of 
<?r regula_tion.s· promulgated thereune~.· 

permit in :;~ucP, a malmei' that :·tha 
the_. Enviro_pment~l- ProteCtiO'n -'A-'dt 

8. T.he Permittee shail maintain a mai11tenance record on the premises ·for ·eacn, iJ:enL. of· ai:r;· 
pollution control equiPment. This. records shall be made available to any agent: Of. "the. 
Environmental PI;otection Agency at any .time duiing normal worki,ng. l:).oprs and/or operating_hou:~s:· 
AS -a minimuni, · ·this recOrq. shall shoW the dates of pe::cfonnap.ce and nature of pre'!~en.ta_tiv.e >" 
maint_enan<:;e activities_.· 

9. NO person shall cause or allow continued operation dUring malfunction, breakdo~n or startup of 
any emi-ss_ion· s"our;-ce or related: air pOllu1:doJ;t control. . equipment :i.f -such opetation would caus:e a 
viol~-ti.$n of_· crq. applicable ·emis.:iion Standard or permit· lim-itation. .shOtiid . ;;l -~lfuriction~ 
breakdown or- stanttip occU:r .. ~l_I.'i;.ch results ii?- · ~ss.ions . in excess- qf any a;ppl.i,cable. ·standard or 
permit ·limitation,. the .Perm.it:tee sha:ll: · 

a. Immediat_ely rei;>ort the incident to· the lllinois EPA's. Regiona-l, Fie],.Q. .Operations SeCtion 
OffiCe by telephone, teleg.raph, . or othet .method as constitutes the · fas_test· available 
alter:nc;ti,ve, ;;1nd shall comply· with all ;r-eaSonable: directives of t_he Illinois EPA with 
respect to·the incident; 

b. Hainta.in the follo~ing i:ecorQs for a period of no less than two (2) years: 

i. Date a:qd duration of malfunction, breakdown, or startUp, 

ii. Full and detailed explanation of the cau~e, 

~~i. Contaminants ~tted and an esti~t~ of quantity of e~ssions, 

iv. Measures taken to ininimize the amount of emissions duririg the maJ.,fun.ction, breakqown 
pr sta~tup, arid 

v. Measures taken to ~educe future occurrences and freqUency of incidents. 

10. If the p~i:mit applicatiori contains a compliance program and project completion schedule, ~he 
Peqnittee sha·ll .submit ~ project completion statt+S r:eport within thirty. {30) ·.days of any date 
spe~ified. in the J;ompl:Lari.ce prog'ram and prOject comple_t.ioh. sch!=dule or· -at s-ix month intervaJ;..s, 
wJ:ii<;:h~ver -i~ .'nibre ::erequent.;. · · 

11. The Permittee shall submit an Annual Emission Report as iequired by 35 Ill- Adro. Code 201.302 
and 35 IlL A~. Code Part 25.4. 

2815C 
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mostardifjpla'r( 
June 14,2012 

Mr. Edwin Bakowski 
Manager, Permit Section 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
1021 North Grand Avenue East 
Springfield, Illinois 62702 

Via E-Mail and Regular Mail 

RE: April 2012 Draft FESOP Comments 
NACME Steel Processing, LLC 
!.D. No. 031600FWL 
Application No.05100052 

Mr. Bakowski: 

The following additional comments are being provided regarding the preliminary Draft Federally 

Enforceable State Operating Permit (FESOP} issued to the NACME Steel Processing, LLC 

{NACME} facility located at 429 West 127th Street in Chicago, Illinois (the facility) by I EPA letter 

dated April 26, 2012. 

On May 23, 2012, I received email correspondence from Valeriy Brodsky, Permit Engineer for 

the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) responding to my May 15, 2012 draft 

FESOP comments letter. In the May 23, 2912 correspondence, Mr. Brodsky indicated that the 

IEPA has no issue with our request to delete conditions related to NESHAP Subpart SSSS 

applicability in the draft FESOP. Mr. Brodsky further indicated that the !EPA considers rust 

preventive oil application as being subject to NSPS Subpart TT and NACME operationS fit within 

this definition. Additionally, no response was provided concerning our comments for draft 

FESOP Condition Nos. 4b and 11c. 

While we agree with Mr. Brodsky regarding the non-applicability of the 40 GFR 63, Subpart 

SSSS, we would fike to further respond to Mr. Brodsky's assertion that the application of the rust 

preventative oU at the facility is subject to the 40 CFR 60, Subpart TT and re-iterate our 

comments regarding the draft FESOP Conditions Nos. 4b and 11c. 
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Concerning our initial response regarding the applicability of the NSPS outlined in 40 CFR 60, 

Subpart IT, we continue to assert that the protective oil application process used at NACME's 

facility does not fall within the definition of coating operations as used in the Standards. NACME 

is, thus, not subject to the Standards. 

Permit Condition No. 2a 

Condition 2a currently states that the Coil Coater at the facility is subject to NSPS for Metal Coil 

Surface Coaling, 40 CFR 60, Subpart IT. 

NACME Comment: As previously stated, the Metal Coil Surface Coating NSPS does not apply 

to operations at the NACME facility because the oil application process does not meet the 

specific definition of prime or finish coat operations in the Standard. 

As stated in 40 CFR 60.460(a}, the Metal Coil Surface Coaling NSPS applies only to the 

following coaling operations: 

• Each prime coat operation, 

• Each finish coat operation, and 

• Each prime and finish coat operation combined when the finish coat is applied wet on 

wet over !he prime coat and both coatings are cured simultaneously. 

As listed in 40 CFR 60.461, the following specific definitions apply io coil coating operations 

subject to the NSPS 

• Prime coat operation means the coating application station, curing oven, and quench 

station used to apply and dry or cure the initial coating(s) on the surface of !he metal 

coil 

• Finish coat operation means the coating application station, curing· oven, and quench 

station used to apply and dry or cure the final coating( s) on the surface of the metal 

coil. Where only a single coating is applied to !he metal coil, that coating is considered a 

finish coat 

\ 
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As indicated, NACME appfies a protective rust preventative oil to metal coils which involves the 

use of an oil application station at the end of the steel pickling line. The protective oil is not dried 

or cured and does no! contain any. solids. Therefore, ihe protective oil is not subject to ihe YOM 

content limits for this Subpart. The protective oil remains on the coil after application and no 

quenching of !he oiled metal coils is required (e.g., there is no quench station on this process 

line). 

Furthermore, review of other current permits issued by the Indiana Department of 

Environmental Management {IDEM) for other protective or lubricating oil application processes 

and guidance documents issued to states from the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (USEPA) regarding what constitutes a metal coil coating operations provide further 

evidence that the application of a rust preventative oil is not subject to this NSPS. 

Attachment A contains the following Technical Support Documents (fOSs) for air emission 

source permits issued by IDEM to facilities, which are available at the USEPA's Region 5 

Division of Air and Radiation Indiana Permit Database, that perform rust preventative protective 

oil application processes onto metal coils: 

• !spat Inland, Inc. East Chicago, Indiana (lspat) TSD for a Part 70 Source Construction 

Permit (Permit No. CP-089-10472-00316)- !spat applies rust preventative oil to metal 

cons. The Fedeial Rule Applicability Section of the TSD {page 4 of 6) states that "the 

aoo/ication of rust oreventative oils to the steel coils is not subier;i to the New Source 

Perfonnance standard 326 lAC 12 (40 CFR 60. Suboart ill because this rule only 

aooiies to coating operations which use a curina oven and quench station as oart of the 

process". 

• Syndicate Sales, Inc., Kokomo, lndtana (Syndicate) TSD for a FESOP Source (Permit 

No. F067 -7699-00026) - Syndicate applies a petroleum lubricant to metal coils. The 

Federal Rule Applicability Section of the TSD {page 5 of 12) states that "where only a 

sinale coatina is applied to the metal coil, that coatina is considered a finish coat. The 

definition of Finish Coat Ooeration is the coatina aoplication station. curing oven, and 

auench station used to aooly and dry or cure the final coatina on the surface of the metal 

coil.· The metal stamping process only involves coatina metal coil with petroleum 
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lubricating oil to facilitate the shaping and cuttina of the coil into metal stems in the 

stamninq process. There are no curing ovens associated with the process. The metal 

stamping line does not fall under the definition of a finish coating operation, therefore, 

the reauirements of 40 CFT 60.460. Suboart TT do nat aoolv. • 

• Kasle Metal Processing, Jeffersonville, Indiana (Kasle) TSD for a Construction Permff 

(Permit No. 019-22372-00119) - Kasle applies a rust preventative surface coating to 

steel blanks. The Federal Rule Applicability Section of the TSD (page 4 of 5) states that 

"this souroe is not subiect to the New Sourr;e Performance Standard, 326 /A C 12, 40 

CFR 60.460. Subpart TT- Standards and Performance for Metal Coil Surface Coating 

Operations. which aoo/ies to orime coat. finish coat. and prime and finish coat combined 

operations because it is not a prime or finish coat ooeration". 

• The USEPA Guidance Document (Dorument No. EPA-453/P-00-001) National 

Emissions Standards for Hazard Air Pollutants: Metal Coil Surface Coating Industry 

Background Information for Proposed standards, whfle it does not specifically address 

the NSPS requirements, outlines the "Meta! Coil Coating Industry Profile and Process 

Des~ption" (Section 3). Within this section of the USEPA Guidance Dorument, the 

USEPA describes the metal coil coaling process as one that includes •a wet station and 

one or more coatino operations consisting of a coating aoolication station, a curing 

oven. and a ouench area'~ 

Copies of the IDEM TSDs and the Section 3.0 of the USEPA National Emissions Standards for 

Hazard Air Pollutants: Metal Coil Surface Coating industry Background Information for 

Proposed Standards are included in Attachment A. 

The !spat TSD clearly states that the application of a rust preventative oil to a steel coil is not 

subject to the NSPS be"..ause the rule only applies to coating operations which use a curing 

oven and quench station as part of the process. 

As indicated in Mr. Brodsky's response, he indicated the roll oil falls under the definition of 

coating. As stated in the Syndicate TSD, an oil can be considered a coating and not be subject 

to the NSPS outfined in 40 CFR 60, Subpart TT. 
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The Kas/e TDS specifically states that the application of a rust preventative coating is not a 

prime or finish coat operation. 

The USEPA's own National Emissions Standards for Hazard Air Pollutants: Metal Coil Surface 

Coating Industry Background Information for Proposed Standards supports NACME's position 

as it clearly states that a metal coil surface coating operation consists of a wet station and one 

or more coating operations consisting of a coating application station, a curing oven, and a 

quench area. If USEPA believed that a rust preventative surface coating without a curing oven 

or a quench station - such as NACME's here - fell within the definition of a metal surface 

coating operation and Subpart TT, then it would not have limited its guidance (or its definitions) 

to only those operations that include curing ovens and quenching stations, By doing so, the 

USEPA has clearly expressed its intention that Subpart n not apply to a metal coating 

operation unless there is a curing oven or quench station involved. This conclusion is 

consistent not only with the definitions promulgated by US EPA itself in 40 CFR. 60.461, but also 

with the application of those definitions by IDEM to coating lines similar to NACME's here as 

detailed above. 

Taken together, the TSDs, the USEPA guidance document, and the definitions in Subpart TT 

provide convincing evidence that the application of a rust preventative oil onto the metal coils 

does not meet the definition of finish or prime coat openations and, as a resuH, are not subject to 

the NSPS requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart TT. 

Penmit Condition No. 2b 

Condition 2b states that, pursuant to 40 CFR 60.462{a)(1}, each owner or operator subject to40 

CFR 60, Subpart TT shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere, more than 0.28 

kilograms per liter of coating solids applied for each calendar month. 

NACME Comment: Based upon the infonnation provided in the initial May 2012 draft FESOP. 

response and the additional infonmation provided in this correspondence, NACME requests 

revision of Condition 2a to state that the NSPS of 40 CFR 60, Subpart A and Tf does not apply 

to metal coil protective oil application operations at the facility since the protective rust 

preventative oil application operation does not meet the definition of prime coat or finish coat 
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operations as outlined in 40 CFR 60.461. As indicated above; 40 CFR 60, Subpart TT does not 

apply since the protective rust preventative oil application process do not meet the definition of 

either the prime coat or finish coating operations listed in 40 CFR 60.461 and the protective oil 

coaling remains on the metal coils after application (e.g., is not cured or dried) and does not 

contain any solids. 

Permit Condition No. 4b 

Condition No. 4b indicates that no more than 8 pounds VOM per hour of organic material shall 

be discharged into the atmosphere from any emission unit. 

NACME Comment Per our previous comment regarding this permit condition, NACME requests 

that additional language be inserted into Permit Condition 4b that states the coil oil application 

operation is not subject to the limitations of 35 lAC 218.301 pursuant to 35 lAC 218.209 which 

states: 

• No owner or operator of a coating line subject to the limitations of Section 218.204 of this 

Part is required to meet the limitations of Subpart G (Section 218.301 or 218.302) of this 

Part, after the date by which the coating line is required to meet Section 218.204 of this 

Part 

Permit Condition No. 11 c 

Condition 11c references monthly and annual limits on HAP emissions for both individual and 

combined HAP emissions. Additionally, this Condition also references the NESHAP for Surface 

Coating of Metal Coil (40 CFR 63, Subpart SSSS). 

NACME Comment: Per our previous comments, while the language in the Condition 

referencing the non-applicability of the NESHAP for Steel Piclding Operations in 40 CFR 63, 

CCC is accurate there is no regulation that limits monthly or annual individual or combined HAP 

emissions other than maintaining these HAP emission levels below the major source levels of 

1 0 tons per year of individual HAPs and 25 tons per year combined HAPs. 
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Therefore, in addition to the removal of the reference to the Surface Coating of Metal Coils that 

the !EPA has already agreed to, NACME requests that the monthly and annual emission 

limitations outlined in the current draft FESOP be removed. However, NACME understands the 

importance of minimizing the emissions of HAPs and would accept to have this Condition 

revised to limit individual HAP emissions to 9.0 tons per year and combined HAP emissions to 

22.5 tons per year (below major source threshold leve!s) with no monthly limitations. 

Permit Condition No. 13a and b/Pem1it Condition No. 14a and b 

NACME Comment: k. indicated in the comments regarding Permit Condition Nos. 2a and b, the 

proteciive oil application operation at the facility does not meet the definition of prime coal or 

finish coat operations and the Metal Coil Surface Coating NSPS does not apply. NACME 

request !hat Permit Condition Nos. 13a and band 14a and b be removed from the FESOP. 

Permit Condition No. 18/PemJit Condition No. 19a and b/Permit Condition No: 20/PemJi! 

Condition No 25 

NACME Comment: As indicated in the comments regarding Permit Condition Nos. 2a and b, 

13a and b, and 14a and b, the protective oil application operation at the facility does not meet 

the definition of prime coat or finish coat operations and the Metal Coil Surface Coating NSPS 

does not apply. NACME request that Permit Condition Nos. 18, 19a and b, 20 and 25 be 

removed from the FESOP. 

If you have any questions or require further information, please contact our consultant, Britt 

Wenzel of Mostardi Platt at 630-993-2123. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Britt Wenzel 
Director, Environmental, ealth & Safety Compliance Services 

cc: J. DuBreck, National Processing Company 
David Susler, National Material L.P. 
Ms. Nancy Tlkalsky, lAG 
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Indiana Department of Environmental Management 
Office of Air Management 

Pega1of6 

Technical Support Document (TSD) for New Construction and Operation 

Sourca Background and Description 

Source Name: lspat Inland, Inc. 
Source Location: 3210 Wailing Street, East Chicago, Indiana 46312 
County: Lake 
Construction Psnnit No.:CP-009--10472-00316 
SIC Coda: 3312 
Permit Reviewer: Bryan Sheets 

The Office of Air Management (OAM) has reviewed an appucation from Jspatlnland, Inc. 
Ontand), relating to lhe construction and operation of the No.6 Continuous Coaling Une, which 
will galvanize sieel sheets at a maximum cspacily of 200',000 tons per year. The No. 6 
Continuous Coating Line, consists of !he following equipment 

(a) One (1) elec!rical resistance welder exhausting Inside the building. 

(b) One (1) alkali cleaning syslBm, consisting of elecirolyllc and sodium hydroxide dunk 
tmks, and a brush scrubbers rinse tmk, and exhausting inside the building. 

(c) One (1) nalural gas-lired strip dryer, identified as soorce ID 250, with a heal input 
capacily of 2.04 million Blll per hour, and exhausting inside the buuding. 

(d) One (1) natural gas-fired radiant tube fumace heating section~ identified as source lD 
251A, wHh a he'!! input capacity of 102.05 mullen Blu per hour, and exhausting through 
one (1) stack, identified as 251. 

(e) One (1) natural gas-fired radiant lube furnace soaking section, identified as soun:e ID 
2518, wilh a heat input capacity of 5.4 million BtJ per hour, and exhausting through one 
(1) stack, identified as 251. 

(f) Two (2) zinc pals, one (1) aluminum pot, one (1) zinc premett pot, and one (1) aluminum 
zinc premeit pot, with electric Induction heating for each pot, and all exhausting inside 
the building. 

(g) One (1) natural gas-fired galvanneal soaking furnace, idenlifled as source ID 252, with a 
heat Input capacity of 6.5 miHlon Btu per hour, and eochausting Inside the building. 

(h) One (1) natural gas-fired strip dryer, identified as source ID 253, wilh a heat input 
capacily of 2.04 million Btu per hour, and exhausting inside the bullding. 

(i) One (1) chem-treat roll coating system with one (1) natural gas-fired strip dryer, 
Identified as source ID 254, wlth a heat input capacity of2.05 million Blu per hour, and 
exhausting inside the building. 

G) One (1) phosphate roll coating system with one (1) natural gas-fu-ed lnfre-red furnace, 
ideniiflad as souroa ID 255, with a heat input capacity of 9.36 million Blu per hour, and 
exhausting Inside the building. 

(k) Three {3) eieclroatatlc oilers exhausting inside the building. 
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(I) Natural gas-fired space heaters, ident111ed as source ID 256, with a heat inpul c:apaciiy o! 
77.52 million Btu per hour, and exhausting through one (1) stack, iden1ified as 258. 

(m) One (1) natural gas-fired boiler, identified as source ID 257, with a heat Input 'capaciiy of 
22.95 miUion BI!J per hour, and exhausting through one (1) stack, identified as 257. 

Recommendation 

The staff recommends to the Commissioner lhat the construction and ooernfioo be approved. 
This recommendation is based on ihe following facts and conditions: ' 

lnlonna!ion, unless otherwise slated, used in this review was derived fnlm !he appr>cation and 
additional information submitled by the appflcant 

AJ1 application fur the purposes of this review was received on December 17, 1998, with 
additional information received on Janua.y 25, 26 and 29, 1999. 

Emissions Calculations 

See Appendix A (Emissions CalctJiatlon Spreadsheets) fur detailed calculations (2 pages). 

Total Potential and Allowable Emissions 

Indiana Perma Allowable Emissions Definition (after compliance with applicable rules, based on 
8,760 hours of operation per year at rated capecey): 

PoUutant Allowable Emissions Poteniial Emissions 
(tons/year) (lons/yearl 

Particulate Matter (PM) 79.75 7.5 
Particulate Matter (PM10l 79.75 7,5 

Sulfur Dioxide (SO,) 0.6 0.6 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) 3.42 3.42 

Carbon Monoxide (COL 82.9 82.9 
Nllroqen Oxides (NO.) 211.5 211.5 

SinQ!e Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) 1.78 1.78 
Combination Of HAPs 1.86 1.86 

(a) Allowable PM emissi<Jns for 'lhs boiler are de!ermined from !he applicability of rule 326 
lAC 6-2-4. Allowable PM emissions from the remaining facinties are detennfned from 
the appllcabUity of rule 326 lAC 6-1-2. PM is assumed to equal PM,,. See attached 
spreadsheets for detailed calculations. , 

(b) The allowable emissions for '!he boiler and coating line based on the rules cited are 
greater !han the potential emissions, thereiore, !he potential emissions are used for the 
permitting delenmination. 

(c) ADowable emissi<Jns {as defined in the Indiana Rule} of NOX are greaterthan25 tons per 
year. Therefore, pursuant to 326 lAC 2-1, Sections 1 and 3, a construclion permft is 
required. 
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{a) Volatile organic compounds (VOC) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are precursors fer the 
formation of ozone. Thernfore. VOC and NO, emissions are considered when 
evaluating 1he rule applicabiflty relating to the ozone standards. A portion of Lake 
County has been designaled as nonattainment for ozone. Therefore, VOC and NOx 
emissions were reviewed pursuant to the requirements for Emission Offset, 326lAC 2-3. 

(b) Portions of Lake County havs also been classified as nonattainment for CO, PM, and 
S02• Therefore, these emissions were reviewed pursuarrt to !he requirements for 
Emission Offse~ 326 lAC Z-3. 

(c) inland is located in the portion of Lake County classified as nonettainmentforlhe above 
mentioned poiluiants. 

Source Status 

E<isting Soun::e PSD, Part 70 or FESOP Definition (emissions af!er con!rols, basad on 8, 760 
hours of opsratlon per year at rated capacity and/ or as otherwise llmil!KI): 

Pollutant Emissions 
(tonlyr) 

PM 1,089 
PM10 1,089 
so. 14,595 
VOC 4.525 
co 5,434 
NO,. 12.009 

· (a) This existiog source is a major siationary source because H is in one of the 28 fisted 
source categories and at least one regulated poRuiant is emil!ad at a rate of 100 tons per 
year or more. 

(b) These emissions were based on the Facilly Quick Look Report, deled 1996. 

Proposed Modfficatlon 

P1E from tile proposed modification (based on 8,760 hours of opemiilon per year at rated 
capacity including enforceable emission control and production limi~ where ap flcable ): 

Pollutant PM PM10 so, voc co NO, 
(tonlyr) (tonlyr} (tonlyr) (ton/yr) (tonlyr) (tonlyr) 

Proposed Modification 6.1 6.1 fr.5 2.82 67.5 . 1932 

Contemporaneous increases 22.8 
from No.1 Nonnalizer Preheater Furnace, 
Annealing Furnace for No.1 Normalizer, 

No. 5 Galvanizing Line Radiant Tube Furnace, 
HRCC Project and Vacuum Degassl'r (proposed) 

Contemporaneous Decreases 

Net Emissions 6.1 6.1 0.5 1 25.6 67.5 1932 

Emission Offset Significant Level 25 15 40 25 100 4D 
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Note: The natural gas usage at the space heating unit will be limited to 300 MMCF per year. 
Thereiore, lr1land will haVe enough NOx credits to meet the requirements of 326 lAC 2-3 
(Emission Offset). · 

This modification to an existing major stationary source is major for VOC and NOx because the 
emissions increases are grestar than the Emission Offset significant levels. Thereiore, pursuant 
to 326 lAC 2-3, the Emission Offset requirements do apply. 

Part 70 Penni! Detennlna6on 

326 lAC 2-7 (Part 70 Permit Progmm) 
This existing sour~e has submitted their Part 70 (T-089-6577-00316} appf!Cation on September 
16, 1996. The equipment being reviewed under this perrm shall be Incorporated in llle 
submitted Part 70 application. 

Federal Rule Applicability 

The 22.95 million Btu per hour boiler is subject to the New Source Perfonmance Standard, 326 
lAC 12. (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart De). However, there am no applicable requirements for a 
boiler that combusls only natural gas. 

The application of rust preventeiive oils to the steel coils is not subject to the New Source 
Perfonmance Standard, 326 lAC 12. (40 CFR Part 60, Subpart lT) because ihis rule only applies 
to coating operations which use a curing oven and quencl1 sl:aiian as part ofihe process. 

There are no oiller New Source Performance Standards {326 lAC 12) or National Emission 
Standards for Hazardous Jli,r Pollutants (40 CFR Part 61 and 63) appiicable to 1his source. 

State Rule Applicability 

326 lAC 2-3 (Emission Offset) 
Pursuant to 3261AC 2-3 (Emission Ol'lile1s), the following requiremenls shall be satisiled: 

·(a) The apprJCaTTt shall demonstrate ihat all existing major sources owned or operated bylhe 
applicant in the sfata of Indiana are in compliance wilh all applicable emissions 
Umiiaiions and standards contained in the CM and in this !ille. The Office of 
Enforcement has stated that !here ane no ou!standing or unresolved issues for Inland as 
of February 11, 1999. Therefore, this requirement has been satisfied. 

(b) The applicant wiU apply emission limitation devices or techniques to ihe proposed 
construction or modification such that 1tte lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) for 1he 
applicable pollutant will be achieved. Inland will substitute an ll!jditiona11.3 offset 
amount as allowed by 326 lAC 2-3-2(b)(3). Thereiore, this requirement has been 
salisiled. 

(c) The applicant shall submit an analysis of alternative sites, sizes, production processes, 
and environmental control techniques for such proposed scurce which demonstrates that 
benefits of 1tle proposed SQI.Irce signiflcanlly ounvelgh the environmental and sodal cosls 
imposed as a result of Its ioca:tlon, conslructlon, or moditicstion. The OAM has reviewed 
and accepted the alternative site analysis submittecj by !spat Inland, Inc. Therefore, 1his 
requirement has been salisfied. 

(d) VOC and NDx emissions resulting from !he proposed oonslruction or modilicallon shaH 
be offsel by a oeduction in actual emissions of the same pollutm! from an existing 
source or a combination of existing sources. 
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For severe ozone nonattainment the minimum offset requirement is 1.3 to 1. The 
following calculation demonsirates that !spat Inland, Inc. shan meet lhis requirement: 

NOx voc 
(tonslyr) (tonslyr) 

Project Emissions 193.2 2.82 

Required Offsals (Project EmiS5ions lC 2.6)* 502.3 1.3 

Available Offsets 532..1 11.0 

Shutdown ot7s• Hot strip Mill Qn 1995) 353.9 11.0 

ShLoidOWn of 1 00" Plate Mill (in 1995) 1?? 7 

Shutdown of No. 4 Slabber Ptts 1!t-45 fin 1996) 55.5 

Excess Emission Credits 29.8 3.7 
• . ·-The emiSsions are multipned by 1.3 as raqu1red by 326 lAC 2-3-3, and an addliional 

1.3 substituted for LAER, pu:suant to 326 lAC 2-3-2. 

Since the credils are greater than offsets require<l by this rule, Inland compfies with the 
requlremenls of 326 lAC 2-3 (Offset Emissions). Afier completion of 1hls proposed modification, 
Inland has available offset credits from the No.4 Slabber Pits 19-45 in lhe amount of 29.1! tons 
of NO,iyr and from !he 715' Hot Strip Mill in the amount of 3.7 tons of VOC/yr. 

326 lAC 2-6 (Emission Reporting) 
These fac:ii!Hes are subject to 326 lAC 2-6 (Emission Reporting}, because ihe source emits more 
ihan 10 tonslyr of VOC and NOx in Lake County • Pursuant to this rule, the owner/operator of this 
sourre must annuaily submtt an emission slate men! of the source. The annual statement must 
be received by Apnl15 of each year and must contain the minimum requirements as specified in 
326 lAC 2-6-4. 

3261AC 4-1 (Open Burning) 
The Permittee shalf not open bum any material except as provided in 3261AC 4-1-3, 3261AC 4-
1-4 or 3261AC 4-1-6. The previous sentence notwithstanding, the Pem!lttee may open bum in 
accordance with an open burning approval Issued by the Commissioner undar 326IAC 4-1-4.1. 

3261AC 5-1 (Visible Emissions Umitalions) 
Pursuant1o 326 lAC 5-1-2 (Opacity limitations), except as provided in 326 lAC 5-1-3 
(Temporary Exemptions), opacity shall meet the following, unless otherwise stated in this penni!: 

(a) Opacity shall nat exceed an average of twenty percent (20%) any one (1) six (6) minute 
averaging pariod as determined in 3261AC 5-1-4. 

(b) Opacity shall ne>t exceed sixty percent (60%) for more than a cumulative total offifleen 
(15) minutes (sixty (60) readings) as measured a=rding to 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, 
Method 9 or fifteen (15) one (1) mimria nonoverta_oplng lntegnrted averages fur a 
continuous opacity monitor) in a six (6) hour pariod. 
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Particulate matter emissions from all combustion facilities, exduding the boiler which is 
regulated by 326 lAC 6-2-4, shall not exceed 0.01 grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf). 
These lndude all facilities exhausting to stacks 250 through 256. Particulate matter emissions 
from all other noncombustion facilities, including ihe electrical resistance welder and alkali 
cleaning system, shall not exceed 0.03 grains per dry standard cubic foot 

326 lAC 6-2-4 (Particulate Emissions Umitaiions for Sources of Indirect Heating) 
The 22.95 MMBtu/hr natural gas-lired boiler is subject 326 lAC 6-2 (Particulate Emissions 
limitations for Sources of Indirect Heaiing). Pursuant to 326 lAC 6-2-4, the pariici.Jiate matblr 
(PM) emissions shall be limited to 0.116 pounds per mi!Uon BTU heat input because the source's 
total heat input capacity is 5465.3 MMBtu/hr. The ltmitation is based on the following equation: 

Pt = 1.09 
Q"" 

where Q = Total source heat Input capacity (MMBtulhr); and 
PI= Allowable emission rate Qb/MMBtu) 

326 lAC 6-4 (Fugitive Dust Emissions) 
The Pennittee shall not allow fugillve dust to escape beyond !he property line or boundaries df 
1he property, right-of-way, or easement on which the sourca is iocated, In a mannerlhat would 
violate 3261AC 6-4 (Fugitive Dust Emissions). 

326 lAC 7-1.1 (Sulfur Dioxide Emission Umi!ation) 
All of me ccmbus!ion units associated with this project will be required to usa natural gas as 1he 
only fuel. Therefore, the requirements ol326 lAC 7-1.1 will not apply. 

326 lAC 6-2-4 (Coil Coating Opera1ions) 
Tne process of applying zinc, aluminum and oils to the ateel coils are not subject to this rule 
oeca1,1se actual emissions of VOC from ihe ccating operations wUI be less than 15 pounds per 
day. 

Air Toxic ·Emissions 

Indiana presetrtly requests applicants to provide infarmalion on emissions ol1he 189 hazardous 
air pollutanis set out in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1980. Thesa poiiUJants are ei!her 
carcinogenic or otherwise considered toxic and are ccmmonly usad by industries. They are 
fisted as air toxics on the Office of Air Management (OAM) Construcllon Permit Applicaiion Form 
Y. 

(a) This mocrl'icatlon will emit levels of air tcxlcs less than those '1/hich constitute a major 
soun::e according io Secllon 112 ofihe 1990 Amendments to Clean Air Act 

(b) See attached spreadsheets for deta~ed air toxic calculations. 

Conclusion 

The construction of this continuous coating line will be subject to the conditions of 1he attadled 
proposed Construcllon Permit No. CP-1189-10412:-IID316. 
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Federally Enforceable State Operating Permit (FESOP) and Enhanced 
New Source Review (ENSR) 

Source Background And Descrlptidn 

Source Name: 
Source Location: 

County: 
SIC Code: 
Operation Permit No.: 
Perm it Reviewer: 

Syndicate Sales, Inc. 
2025 North Wabash Street 
Kokomo, lm;liana46901-2063 
Howard 
3089,3469 
FQ!;7 -7699-00026 
Trish Ear!sJEVP 

The Office of Air Management (OAM) has reviewed a FederaRy Enforceable Slate Operaling 
Permit (FESOP) application from Syndical" Sales, Inc. relating to tile operation of a stationary 
plastic conlainertpot and metal floral stem manufacturing opemllon. 

Permitted Emission Units and Pollution Control Equipment 

There are no permitted facilities operating at this source during this review process. 

Unpermitted Emission Unils and Pollution Control Equipment Under Enhanced New Source 
Review (ENSR} 

The source also consists of lhe following unperrnft!ed facifitieslunits: 

(1) one (1) Uow coating line consisting of: 
(a) one {1) fiow coater (E!nission Unit ID No. 1) cosling a maximum of 0.0018 plastic 

pots per hour, exhausilng at one (1) stack (ID No. Vent 1); 
(b) one {1) UV exposure room; 
(c) two (2) vacuum metallize.os; 
(d) one {1) aqueous dye dip tank; 
{e) two {2) rinse tanl<s; and 
(Q one (1) electlic drying oven. 

{2) one (1) metal stamping press line consisting of: 
(a) three (3) metal stamping presses {Emission Unit ID Nos. 2, 3, an\1 4) coating a 

maximum of 0.1033 metal floral stems per hour, and 
(b} one (1) packaging operation. 
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The soun::e alSo consists of the following insignffioant acllvilies, as defined in 326 lAC 2-7-1 (20): 

(1) naturnl gas-~red combustion sources with heat input equal to or less than ten miflon 
(10,000,000) Briiish thermal units (Btu} per hour; 

(2) propane or liquelied petroleum gas, or butane-fired combUstion souo:es with !\est input 
less than six m~llion (6,000,000) Btu per hour; 

(3) cambUsfion source flame safely purging oo startup; 
(4) VOC and HAP storage tanks with capacliy less than or equal to 1,000 gallons and 

annual!hmughputs less than 12,000 gallons; 
(5) vessels storing lubricating oils, hydraulic ouS, machining oils, and machining fluids; 
(6) appficallon of oils, greases, lublicants, or other nonvolatie materials applied as tempol'aJY 

protective coatings; 
(7) inachining wihere an aqueous rulfing coolant continuously ffoods the machining 

interface; 
(8) degreasing operations that do not exceed 145 gallons per 12 months, except if suqed ro 

326 lAC 2Cl-6; 
(9) cleaners and solvents having a vapor pressure equello or less then 2 i<Pa; 16 mm Hg; or 

0.3 psi measured at 38 degrees C (1 OO"f) or having a vapor pressure equal to or less 
than D.7 kPa; 5 mm Hg; or 0.1 psi measured at 2o•c (6B'F); the use of which ror all 
cle!iliers and solvents combined ~oes net exceed 145 galons per 12 months; 

(1 0) exposure chambern ("towers", "oolumnsj, for ruring of ultraviolet Inks and ullra-violet 
ooalings where heat Is the Intended discharge; 

(11) any operation using aqueous solutions containing less !han i% by weight of VOCs, 
excluding HAPs; 

(12) water based adhesives that are less than or equal to 5% by volume ofVOCs, excluding 
HAPs; 

(13) forced and induced draft coofing tower system not regulated under a NESHAP; 
(14) paved and unpaved roads and paridng lots with public access; 
(15) enclosed systems for conveying plastic raw materials and plastic finished goods; 
(16) pUI!JiniJ of gas Hnes and _,js thet is related to rouling maintenance and repair of 

bufidings, structures, or vehicles at the source; 
(17) equipment used to collect released material; 
(18) blowdown for any of the following: sight glass; boiler, COOIPressDIS; pumps; and cooling 

tower; 
(19) grinding and machining ~ens controlled with fabric fillers, scrubber's, mist 

collectors, wet coiledors and eledrostatic precipitators with a design gmin loading of less 
than or equal ro 0.03 gnains per actual cubic foot and a gas ~ow rate less tnan or equal to 
4,000 adual cubic feet per minute; 

(20) a labonerory as defiined in 226 lAC 2-7-1(20)(C); 
(21) a plastic molding operation, including five (5) .plastic pellet storage silos and eighteen 

(1 8) plastic mollllng machines; 
(22) a hat stamping operation, including five (5) hoi stamp machines; 
(23) a l!orai paper operation, including a waxer and a sheeter, and 
(24) a stemming machine production fine, including machining operatons and a paint spray 

booth. 

Enrorcement Issue 

(a) IDEM is aware that the foUowing equipment has been constructed and operated prior to 
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receipt of the proper permit 

(1} one (1) ~ow coating line consisting at 
(a) one (1) !low coater (Emission Unit 10 No. 1) coating a maximum of 

0.0818 plastic pots per hour, exhausting at one (1) stack ~D No. Vent 
1); 

(b) one (1) W exposure room; 
(c) two (2) vacuum metalflzers; 
(d) one (1) aqueous dye dip tank; 
(e) two (2} rinse tanks; and 
(I} one (1) eledrlc drying oven. 

(2) one (1) metal stamping p~ess fine consisting of. 
(a) three (3) metal stamping presses (Emission Unit ID Nos. 2, 3, and 4) 

coating a IYIID<imum af 0.1 033 metal floral stems per hour, and 
(b) one (1) packaging operation. 

(b) IDEM is reviewing !his matter and 1Mll 1ake appropriate aclion This proposed peiTTllt will 
also satisfy lhe ~equirements of the construction permit rulss. 

Recommendation 

The staff recommends to the Commissioner that the FESOP be approved. This recommendation 
is based on the following fads and conaitions: 

Unless alberwise stated, inionnation u5ed In this review was derived from the application and 
addilional infonnafion submitted by !he appficant. 

An administratively complete FESOP application for the purpqses of this review was ~ecelved on 
December 13, 1996. Addiiional information was received on September 26, 1997. 

Emissions C.Ucula.tlorus 

See Appendix A: Emissions CaJCIJiations for de'.ailed calculations (2 pages). 

Poterillal Emissions 

Pursuant to 326 lAC 1·2-M. Pobenfial Emissions :lfe defined as 'emissions of any one (1) 
pollutant which would be emitted from a facifrty, if that facility were operated without the use af 
poUution coninol equipment unless such control equipment is necessary for lhe facilily to produce 
its normal product or is irrtesml to tha normal operation of the facility.' 

PoJhdm~t - Emissions (lllns/yaolj 
u.u : 

PM·10 0.0 

SO, 0.0 

voc 225.7 

co 0.0 
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I NO, 0.<} 
Nota: For the J1Grpose of determining Title V appllcablflty tor pmticu~ 

PM-'10, ndt PM. is. the regulated poilutant In considemiDh. 

HAP 

See attached spreadsheets for delailed calculations (2 pages). 

(a) The potential emissions (as defined in the Indiana Rule) crt VOC "'e equal to or greater 
ihan 100 tons per year. Therefore, the source is subjed to the proviSions of 3261AC 2-7. 

(b) This sourre, otherwise required to obtain a Tille V perrrit, ha1; agfeed to acrept a permit 
with federally enforceable flm~s that restrict its PTE to below 1he Tille V emission levels. 
Therefore, this source will be issued a Federally Enforceable state Operating Pennit 
(FESOP), pursuant to 325 lAC 2-8. 

(c) Fugitive Emissions 
Since this type of operation is not one of the 26 liSted sourte categories under 326 lAC 
2-2 and since there are no appucable N!"W Soll!Ce Perfonnance Standards that were in 
effect on August 7, 1980, the fugitive particulate matter emissions are not ctiunted 
toward detetmination of PSD and Emission orr.et applicability, 

Llmited Potential To Emit 

(a) To simp~lfy recordkeeping and to accommodate unpredictable vafiations in production, 
the source has aceepted federally enforceable production limitations that fimit potential to 
emit VDC to 91 tons per 12 consecutive month period. This limtt was established at 
11/12 lhs of !l!llons par year to eliminate lhe effect that dally variations would have on 
any 365 day period. ·This limit consista of. 

· (i) 90.56 tans per year for the significant activities; and 

(iii 0.44 tons per year for lhe insignificant activities. 

(b) The table below summarizes the total UrnitBd potential to emit of the signifleant and 
insignificant emission units. 

Umlted Potenfial lo Emil 
(tonsfyear 

Process/ PM PM-10 so, voc co NO, HAPs 
fac!Jity 

RawCoater 0.0 0.0 0.0 65.76 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Metal Q.O 0.0 0.0 24.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 
stamping 
Presses 

Insignificant 0.0 0.0 . o,o 0.44 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Adlvi!ies 
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Attached Table A sunlmarizeS th6 permit conditiOns and requirements: 

County Attainment Status 

The source is located in Howard Counly. 

(a) Volatile organic compounds (VOC) end oxides of nitrogen are precursors for the 
formaiion of ozone. Therefore, VOC and NOx emissions are C<insidered when evaluating 
1he rule applicability relating to the ozone standards. Howord County has been 
designaied as attainment or undassillabte for- ozone. 

Federal Rule Appficability 

(a) The metal stamping press line is not subject to the requirements of !he New Source Perfonnam:a 
Standard, 326 lAC 12, (40 CFR 60.460, Subpart TT], 'Standards of Perfonnanoe for Metal Co~ 
Surface Coating'. This rtJie appfles to each prime coat operation, each finish coat operation, and 
each prime and finisih coat operation combined, when the finish coat is appUed wet over the 
pnme coat, and bath coatings are cured simultaneously. VI/here only a single coating Is appUed 
1o the metal coli, that coating is considered a finish coat. The definition CJI a finish coat operation 
is the coaling appfication station, curing oven, and quench sta1lon used to apply and dry or cure 
the final coating on the surli!ce of the metal coil. The metal stamping pness line only involves 
coating the mei:al coil with a petroleum lubricating oil to facilitate the shaping and culling of the 
coil lnio 11oral sterns IR the stamping presses. Th"'f'l are no curing ovens or quench stations . 
associated with this process. The metal stamping press line does not !all under the dafmltlon of a 
finisih coat operation, therefure, the requirements of 40 GFR 60.460, Subpart TT do not apply. 

(b) There are no National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAF') applicable to 
this source. 

State Rule Appllcabillcy • Entire Source 

326 lAC 2-6 (Emission Reporting) 
Tnis source is not subject to 326 lAC 2.£ (Emission Reportlng), whic:h would require the source 
1o submit an annual emission statement Pursuant to this rule, any physical or operational 
flmitali<in on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant, including air pollution equipment and 
restriclians on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material oambustsd, stored, or 

I 
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processed, shall be treated as part of i!s design rr the flmil:ation or the effect~ would have on 
emissions is enforce;ilile. This source has accapted federai!y enforceable operntlon conditions 
which limit emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOC) to below 1 00 tans per ye1E. 
Therefore, the requirements of :!26 lAC 2-<3 do not apply. 

326 lAC 2-8-4 (FESOP) 
This source is subject to 326 lAC 2-8-4 (FESOP). Pursuant to this rule, source wide VOG 
emissions must be limited to nq more !han 99 tons per year. The source has ac<;epted a VOG 
iJsage imitailon for1he Flow Coater QD No. 1) of 65.76tons per 12 consecutive month period. 
By accepting 1his VOC usage flmitafion for the Flow Coater (ID No. 1), source wide VOC 
emissions are limlted to 91.0 tons per 12 consecutive month period, thus the suurce salistles the 
requirements of 326 lAC 2-<34 and the requirements of 326 lAC 2-7 do not apply. These 
limitations will also render 326 lAC 2-2 not appficable. 

326 lAC 5-1 (Visible Emissions Limitations) 
Pursuant to 326 lAC 5-1·2 (\!!Slble Emissions Umitailons), except as provided In ~6 lAC 5-1--3 
(Tempnrary Exemptions), visible emission& shall meet the following, unless othelwlse stated in 
this permit 

(a) \lisible emissions Shall not eiceed an average of forty percent (40"A.) opacity in twenty
four (24) consecutive readings as determined by 326 lAC 5-1--4, 

(b) Vosible emiSsions shall not exceed sixty percent (60%) opacity for mane than a cumulative 
total of fifteen (15) minutes (sixty (SO) readings) In a six (6) hour period. 

Slate Rule Applicablfi!y -Individual FacUlties 

326 lAC ll-1-0 (New FacJlilies, General Reduction Requirements) 
The flow ooater is subject to the pf!lV!sions of 3261AC 8-1-<l. This rule requires all facili!ies 
oons1r1Jcted alter January 1, 19BO, which have potential VOC emission rates of 25 or more tons 
per year, and which are not c1herwise regulated by other provlslCilS of 326 lAC B, to reduce VOC 
emissions using Best Ava~lable Control Technology (6Ac1). Potential VOC emissions from the 
flow ccater are 200.44 tons per year. Since the PQ!errtial VOC emissions are greater than 25 
Ions per year, the requirements of 326 lAC &-1-<l apply to the i!ow coater. 

Syndicate Sales, Inc. has submitted a BACT analysis, dated February 19, 1996, as .,..rt of this 
FESOP application. 

The options considered in the BACT analysis for 1he 1iow ooater are: 

(1) Rewpera1ive Thermal Incineration 
(2) Regenerative Thermal Incineration· 
(3) Rewperalive caialytic Incineration 
(4) Regenerative Catalytic Incineration 
(5) Flare 
(6) Other lrmovative Destrociicn Technologies 
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(A) 

(7) Carbon Adsorption 
(B) Absorpiion 
[9) Condensation 
(1 0) CarbOn Adsorption with Recuperalive Thermal Incineration 
(11) Absorption and lndneralion 

tt was determined that options S, 10 and 11 are technically infeasible due to the follbwing 
reasons: 

(6) None of the innovative des!rucfion technologies such as biofiltars or systems applying 
ultraviolet radiation seem wei doaJmented, In partiaJ!ar, process cost infonnation is 
lacking. These options were not considered to be commertially avaJlable. 

(1 0) The ccmbina!lon of carbon adsorption with thermal oxidation is not a suitable VOC 
control technology for the flow ccater because the inlet vee concen!rnfion is too high. 
The VOC concerrtra!lon in the desorb stream would exceed 25% of the LEL, making the 
concentrated stream unsuitable for thennal oxidation. 

{11) Absorption concentrators are typically suiied for batch processes or to equalize pollutant 
concentrations in a variable stream. The physic:al characteristics that drive the 
absorption of pollutants into a liquid also Umit the o(lportunity to remove these pollutants 
from the liquid stream. Because the combination of absorption with incineration has only 
limited appuca!lon, It was no1 considered feasible. 

The !eclmically feasible options are recuperative thermal Incineration, regenerative thermal 
incineratiQn, recup_erative catalytic incineration, regenerative catalytic indnerntion, a flare, carbon 
adsorption, absorption, and condensation. A cost analysis was perfu1111ed to detennine the 
economic feasibility of these control options for lhe flow roater VOC emissions. The cost analysis 
is based on a iedera!ly enforceable limftec! VOC throughput of 65.76 tons per year for the !low 
coater. 

The tables below show the results of the cost analysis. 

Capital Cost 

Optim Base Prlce Direct Cost ! Indirect Cost Total 

Recuperative Thermal (1) {1) (1) 296,595 
Incineration 

Regenerative Thermal (1) (1) (1) 509,598 
Incineration 

Recuperative Catalytic (1) (1) (1) 218,923 
Incineration 

Regeneralive Catalytic (1) {1) [1) 171;417 
Incineration 

Absorption (1) (1) (1) 2,592,442 

Carbon .'ldsorpfion (1) {1) {1) 124,275 

Condensation {1) (1) [1) 281,923 
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I Flare (1). (1) (1) 167,082. I 
(1) Total Capital Cost includes Base Price, Direct Cost and Indirect Cost 

(8) Annual Operating, Maintenance & Recovery Cost 

Option Direct Cost Indirect Cost I Capital Tolal 
Recovery Cost 

Rea.Jperntive Thennal 12,814 16,033 48,270 77,117 
Incineration 

Regenerative Thellllal 9,180 24,553 82,935 116,66B 
Incineration 

Rea.lpel'!ltive CatalytiC 15,097 12,926 3:3,994 62,017 
fncineration 

Regenerative CatalytiC 15,404 11,026 Z6,Z63 52,693 
Incineration 

Absorption 1:3,255 107,667 421,908 54:3,030 

Carbon Adsorption 198,222 I 9,140 19,270 226,632 

Condensation I 138,899 15,446 45,882 198,227 

Flare 427,617 10,853 21,967 460,436 

(C) Evaduation 

Option Limited Emissions Control $/len 
Poil>lllial Removed Efficiency (%) Removed 

Emissions (tonslyr) 
(tonsJyr) . 

Rea.Jperative Thermal 65.76 62.47 95 I 1,234 
Incineration 

Regenerative Thermal 65.76 62.47 95 1,868 
Incineration 
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Recuperative Catalytic 
lndneraUon 

Regenerative Catalytic 
tndneraticn 

Absorption 

Carbon Adsorption 

Condensation 

Flare 

M!Jthadology: 

65.76 

65.76 

65.76 

65.76 

65.76 

65.7S 

62.47 95 

62.47 95 

64.44 98 

62.47 95 

46.03 70 

64.44 96 
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993 

a43 

ll,427 

3,628 

4,306 

7,145 

Emissions removed= Qimited potential emissions from warehouse) • (control efficiency) 
$/tOn removed = total annual cost I emissions removed 

The cost breakdown is as follows: 

1. Capital Cost 
a) Base price: purchase price, auxilla!y equipment, instruments, oontrols, taxes and 

frelghl 
b) Direct installation cost: foundations/supports, ereclionlhandling, electrical, piping, 

lnsula!ion, painting, site preparation and building/facility. 
c) Indirect installation cost: engineering, supervision, construclionlfiled expenses, 

oonslruclion fee, start up, performance test, model study and contingencies. 

2. Annual Cost 
a) Direct operating cost operating labor (operator, supervisor), labor anp material 

maintenance, openaling materials, uti[Jties (electricity, gas). 
b) Indirect operating cost overhead, property tax, Insurance, administration ancj 

capital rerovery cost (fClr 10 years life of the system at 10% interest rate). 

From the cost analysis, six technolOgy options appear to offer cast effedjveness Jess than $5,000 
per ton. AbsO!]Jtion and flare options are not cost effective. Carbon adsorption and 
condensation have maryinal cost effectiveness, however, thennal destruction rne1hods offer such 
greater cost effectiveness than the reclamation options that only the destruction methods were 
considered further. The anroai cost of the deslructlan methods were compared to Syndicate 
Sales, Inc.'s average net proirt befure taxes for 19921hrough 1995. The resulls expressed the 
total annual cost of the control options as a percentage of the average net proflls before taxes for 
1992 through 1995. The table below summarizes 1hese results. 

Control OPilon Caoital Cost % at Net Profit Annual Cost % of Net Profit 

Recuperative "Tllarrnal 296,596 514 77,117 133 
Incineration 

Regenera8ve Thenmal 509,598 882 116,668 202 
lndneration 
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Recuperative Catalytic 218,923 379 62,017 107 
Incineration 

Regeneraliva Ca1alytic 171,417 297 52,693 91 
Incineration 

Based on this informalion, none of th'ese control options are economically feasible. Because all 
options are either technically InfeaSible or economically infeasible, no VOC emission c<irrlrol has 
been de!emJined to be BACT. Also, because !he BACT analysis was based on an enfurceable 
limited VOC throughput of 65.76 tons per year for !he flow coater, this throughput limitation Is 
part of !he £!ACT detenninalion. Thus, in summary, BACT for !he flow coater has been 
detennined to be a limited VOC throughput of 65.76 tons per year, no add-on corrtrols, and the 
following wori< prilctices: 

(1) the cleanup solvent containers '-"!ed lo transport solvent from drums to wort stations 
shall be closed containers having salt gasketed spring-loaded dosures; 

(2) cleanup rags saturated wlih solvent shall be stored, transported, and disposed of in 
containers that ane closed tightly; 

(3) any solvent that may be sprayed during cleanup or color changes shall be dinecled into 
containers. Such containers shaD be doo;ed as soon as solvent spraying is complete. 

The metal stamping press line is not subject to the requirements of 326 lAC 8-1-li ~nee potential 
VOG emissions from the three (3) stamping presses QD Nos. 2, ~. and 4), constructed in 1962, 
are less !11an 25 tons per year. 

326 lAC 8-2-4 (Coil Coating Operations) 
The three (3) metal stamping presses (10 Nos. 2, 3, and 4) are not subject to the provisions of 
326 lAC 8-2-4 since the pnesses were ccnslrucled In 1962, are localed In Howard County, and 
potenlial VOC emissions are Jess than 25 tons per year. 

326 lAC 8-2-9 (Miscellaneous Metal COating) 
The ll!ree (3) metal stamping presses QD Nos. 2, 3, and 4) are not subject to the provisions of 
3261AC ll-2.-9 sines the presses were constructed in 1982, are located in Howard County, and 
potential VOG emiSsions are less !han 25 tons per year. 

There are no other 326 lAC 8 rules that apply. 

Compliance Requirements 

Permits issued under 325 lAC 2-8 are required to ensure lhat sourt:es can demonstrate 
compliance with applicable state and federal rules on a more or less continuous basis. AU state 
and federal rules contain compuance provisions, howev!lr, these pnovislons do not always fulfiQ 
1he requirement for a more or iess continuous demonstration. Wlen this occurs IDEM, OAM, in 
conjunction wlih the source, must develop spedftc conditions to satimy 325 lAC 2-8-4. As a 
result, compliance requirements are divided into two seclions: Compliance Detennination 
Requirements ancl Compliance Monitoring Requiremenis.. 

Compliance Determination Requirements in permit Section D are those conditions lhat are found 
moro or Jess directly wi'J1in stare and fmierBI ru!es and !he violation of which senres as grounds 
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for eilfurt:ement action. If these conditions are nat sufficient ID de-monstrate continuous 
compflance, i!Jey will be supplemenled with Compliance Monitonng Requirements, also in permit 
Section D. Unllk& Compnance Determinatidn Requirements, failure to meet Compliance 
Monitoring conditions would serve as a trigger for con-edive actions and nat grounds for 
enforcement adion. However, a violation in relation to a ccrrlpfiance monitoring condl!lcn will 
arise through a source's funure to take the appropriate corrective actions within a specific time 
period. 

The compflance moniiDnng requirements applicable to this sourt:e are as fallows: . 

The ftow c:oater (ID No. 1) ttas applicable compfiance monitoring conditions as specified below: 

(a) Total VOC usage in !he flow coat&r shall be limited to 65.8 tons per twelve (12) 
consecuftve month period, rolled on a monthly basis. 

(b) Quarterly reports shai be submitted to DAM Compfiance Section. These reports shall 
include amual VOC usage, roUed on a monthly basis. 

These monitOring conditions are necessary to ensure oompfomce with 326 lAC 2-1! 
(FE SOP) and 326 lAC !H -6 (New Facilities; General Reduction Requirements). 

Air Toxic Emissions 

Indiana presently recuests applicants to provide informallon on emissions of the 1 87 hllzardous 
air pollutants set out In the Clean Air M Arnendmen!B of i 990. These pollutants are either 
carcinogenic or otherMse considered toxic and are commonly used by industries. They are &sled 
as air tox!cs on the Office of Air Management (DAM) FESOP AppfiCation Form GS[J..()8. 

None of these fiSted air taxies will be emitted ftnm this source. 

Corrclusion 

The operation af this plaSiic container and metal floral stem manufadllring openation wiU be 
subject to the conditions of the attached proposed FESOP No. F067-7699-00026. 
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Staci;/Vent 10: V:ent 1 
Table A 

staei;IVent Dimensions: Ht: 35' Dia: 16" 

Emission Unit: Flow Coater 

Date of Construction: 7183 

Alternative Scenario: NIA 

Pollution Control Eouioment: N/A. 

General Description of !voc ·usage 
Requirement: limltrtion 
Numerical Emission Limit: S5.8 tonstvr 

Regulation/Citation: 326 lAc 2-S and 
326 lAC 8-1-6 

Compliance Demonstration: Record keeping 
and Renoriina 

PERFORMANCE TESTING NIA 
ParametertPollutant to be 
Tested: 

Testing Method/Analysis: 

Testing Frequencv/Schedule: 

Submittal of Test Results: 

COMPLIANCE MONITORING . 

Monitoring Description: record keeping 
and reoor1inc 

Monitorina Method: 

Monitoring 
Requlatlon/Citation: 

Monitorinn Freauencv: monthlY 

RECORD KEEPING 

Parametertl'ollutant to be VOC usage per 
Reconded' month 

Reconding Frequency; .. monthly 

Submittol Schedule of quarteriy 
Reoorts: 

REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS 

Information in Report: lvoc usage per 
month 

Reporting quarterly 
Frequency/SUilmittal: 

Additional Commenis: 

Tenio: T7"F 

I 

I 
l 
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Flow: j .980 acfm 
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Technical Support Docwmerit (TSD) for an Exemption 

Source Background and Description 

Source Name: 
Sou""' Locati<>n: 
County: 
SIC Code: 
Operation Permit No.: 
Permit Reviewer: 

Kasle Me!nl Processing 
5146 Marilime Road, Jeffe!'Sonville, IN 47130 
Clark 
3479 
019-22372-00119 
Jameli Fam>B 

The Office <if Air Quality (OAQ) has reviewed an application rrom Kasle Metal Processing. relating 
to !he constru<;!icn and operation of a steel blanking facility. The steel b18flkl!'lg process shapes 
steel cons Into blanks and !hen applies a non-HAP surface coa11ng as a rust preventative. 

New Emission Unil:s and Pollution Control Equipment 

The source consists of the fOllowing emission units and pollution control devices: 

(a) Two (2) EGL·1 application Rnes, applying rust preventive surface coating lo sreel blanks, 
(idenlilled as EGL Application Line 1 and 2), with a maximum capac!!y <if 300 feet per 
minute, each, using no control, exhausting to the atmosphere. 

(b) Two (2) wash lines (ldenlffied as Wash Line 1 and 2), w~h a maximum capacity of 300 
iee! per minute, eadl, using no contra!, exhausting to the a!tnosphere. 

(c) Two {2) 2.51i/!MBtu Natural gas-fired boilers, identified as Boiler 1 and 2, using no 
control, exhausting to !he atmosphere. 

(d) Four {4) i .55 MMBtu Natural gas-ffred Air Make-Up Un~. with no unit I.D.'s and using no 
control, exhausting to the atmosphere. 

Enforcement Issue 

There are no enforcement actions pending. 

R.l>commendatlon 

The staff recDmmends to the Commissioner that !he construction and operation be aP.proved. This 
rerommendation is based on tile following facts and conditions: 

Unless otherwise stated, intorma11on used in !his review was derived from !he application and 
additional ir\fmnalion submilled by the applicanL 

A complete appHcation for the purposes of this review was received on December 15. 2005. 
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Emission Calculations 
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The calculations submitted by the applicant have been verified and found to be accurate and 
correct The calculations can be found in the appliciltion ffle. 

Potential to Emit Soun:a Before Ciintiols 

PUituan! to :l261AC 2-1.1-1(16), Potential to Emft is datined as 'the maximum capacity¢ a 
stationary source or emiSSions unit to emit any air pollutant under Its physical and operational 
design. My physical or operationallimiiation·on the capacity of a SOUICE! to emit an air paDutant. 
inclulding air pollulion control equipment and restriollons an hours of operation or type or amount 
uf material combus!ed, stored, or processed ahall be treated as part of its design If the, limitation is 
enforceable by the U.S. EPA. the department, or the appropriate local air pollution control agency." 

Pollutant Potential to Emit (1Dnslvr) 
PM 0.38 

PM-10 0.38 
so, 0.03 
voc ·3.17 
co 4.12 
NO, 4.91 

HAPs Potential to Em~ (tonslyl")_ 
SinaleHAP <10 

Combination HAPs <25 

(a) The potential to emit (as defined in 326 IAC2-7-1(29)) of pollutants are less than the 
levels lisleci in 326 lAC 2-1.1-3(d)(1). Therefore, the source is subject to the provisions of 
3261AC 2-1.1-3. An exemption will be issued. · 

(b) The potential to emit (as deffned In 3261AC 2-7-1(29)) of any single HAP is less than ten 
(10) tons per year anq the potential to emit (as defined in 326 lAC 2-7-1(29)) of a 
combination of HAPs is less than twenty-ffve (25) tons per year. Therefore, !he :>OUrce is 
subjecl to the provisions of 326 lAC 2-1.1-3. An exemption WJll be issued. 

County Attainment status 

The source iS located in Clari< County. 

Pollutant Stat~s status 

PM-10 
PM-? 5 Nonaltainmenl 
so, Attainment 
NO, Attainment 

1-hour Ozone Attainment 
8-hour Ozone Basic Nonattainment 

co Attainment 
Lead Attainment 
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{a) 

(b) 

(c) 

{d) 

SoUT\:1> Stafus 

Voiatile organic compounds {VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) are regulated under the 
Clean Air Act (CAA) tor the purposes of attaining and maintaining the Nafional Ambient Air 
Quality standards (NAAQS) for ozone. Therefore, VOC and NOx emissions are 
considered when evaluating the rule applic.abilily relating to the ozone standards. Clark 
County has been designated as nonattainmen! for the 8-hour 9Zl)ne standard .. Therefore, 
VOC and NOx emissions were reviewed p!1!Suant to the requirements for nonattainment 
neW source review. 

Clark County has been classified as nonaltalnment for PM2.5. in 70 FR 943 dated Janua·ry 
5, 2005. Until U.S. EPA adopts spedtlc New Source Review rules tor PM2.5 '!fllisslons, it 
has directed states to regulate PM10 emissions as surrogate for PM2.5 emissionS 
pursuant to the Nor>-at!ainment New Source Review requirements. 

Clark County has baen classified as attainment or unclasslfiable in lndlarla for all 
remaining diteha pollutants. Therefore, these emissions were reviewed pursuant to the 
requirements for Prevention af Significant Deterioration (PSD), 326 lAC 2-2. 

Fugitive Emissions 
Since this type ofcpera!ion is not one of1he28 f!Sled source calegories under3261AC 2-
2 or 2-3 and since there are no appli=ble New Soun:e Periormance standards that were 
in effecl on August 7, 1980, the fugitive particulate matter (PM) and volatile organic 
compound {VOC) emissions are not counted toward determination af PSD and Emission 
Offset applicability. 

New Source PSD Definition (emissions alter controls, besed on 8760 hourS of operation per year 
at rated capacity and/or as otherwise limRed): 

Pollutant Emissions (tonslyc) 

PM <5 
PM-10 <5 
so2 <1P 
voc <10 
co <25 
NO, <10 

Single HAP <10 
Combination HAPs <25 

(a) This new source Is not a major stationary source because no attainment polllltant Is 
emif!ed at a rate of250 tons per year or greater, no nonat!alnment pollutant is emitted at a 
rate af100 tons per year or greater, and It ls not In one aflhe2811sted source categories. 
Therefore, pursuant to 328 lAC 2-2 and 2·3, the PSD and Emission Offset requirements 
do r.ot apply. 

Part 70 Pennlt Detenminatlon 

3261AC 2-7 (Part 70 Permit Program) 
This new source is not subject to the Part 70 Permit requirements because the poiential to em~ 
(PTE) of: 
(a) each criteria pollutllnt Is less than 100 tons per year, 
(b) a single hazardous air pollutant (HAP) Is less than 10 tons per year, and 
(c) any rombinafion of HAPs Is less ihan 25 tons per year. 

This is the flrnt air approval issued to this source. 
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(a) This source is root subject to th<> requirements of the New Source Performance Standard, 
326 lAC 12, 4G GFR 60.460, Subpart 1T- Standards and Performance lor Metal Coil 
Surlace Coating Operations, which appfies to prime coat, finish coat and prime and finish 
toat combined operations beoa\Jse i! is not a prime or finish coat operaiion. Therefore, 
this NSPS is not included in this exemption. 

(b) This source is not subject to the reRuirernents of the New Source Performance Standard, 
326 lAC 12, 40 CFR 60.40C, Subpart De:- Standards of Performance for Smalllndustiaf
Commercial·lns1itUtional Steam Generamg Units, which applies to steam generaiing 
units constructed, modified or reconslrucied after June 9, 1989 and has a maximum 
design heal input capacity of 29 megawai!s (MW) (1 00 million Btu per hour (!3tu!hr)) or 
less, but greaJerthan or equal to 2.9 MW (10 million Btulhr) because each afthe boilers 
have heat input values of less than 10 million Btu/hr. Therefore, this NSPS is not 
included In this exemption. 

(c) Tile metal coil surface coating unit is not subject to the requiremenis ofttle National 
Emission Standards for "'azardotis Air Pollutants (NESHAP}, Subpart MMMM -(SUrface 
Coaling of M~ltaneous Metal Part and Products) because ~ does not apply topcoat to 
automobile or light-duty truck body parts and is not a major source of HAPs. 

(d) The metal coil surface coating unit is not subject to the requirements of the National 
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), Subpart SSS$- (Surface 
Coaling of Metal CoiQ because It Is not a major source of HAPs. 

(e) The lwo (2) 2.5 MMBtulhr boileh; are not subject to the requlremenis of the National 
Emission StandardS for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), SUbpart 00000-
Sland:m:ls ior Industrial, Commercial and lnsiituliooal Boilers and Process Heaters, 
because it is noi a major source of HAPs. 

State Rule Applicability - Entire Source 

3261AC 2-6 (Emission Reporting) 
This source is not requined to have an operating permit under 3261AC 2-7, does not emit lead into 
the ambient air at levels _:: 5 tpy, and is located in C~rk County. Therefore, 326 lAC 2-6 does not 
apply. 

3261AC 5-1 (OpaCity Umilations) 
Pursuant to 326 lAC 5-1-2 (Opacity Limitations), except as provided in 326 lAC 5-1·3 (Temporary 
A!temative Opacity Umrtatrons ), opacity sl)all meet the following, unless otherwise ·stated in the 
permit: 

(a) Opacity shall not exceed an average of thirty percent (30%) in any one (1) six (6) minute 
averaging period as detennined In 326 lAC 5-1-4. 

(b) Opacity shall not exceed siXty percent (60%) for more than a cumulative total of 15 
minutes (60 readings) in a 5-hour period as measured according to 40 CFR 6{l, Appendix 
A Method 9 or fifteen (15) one (1) minute nonoverlapping iniegraled averages for a 
continuous opadiy monitor in a six (6) hour period. 

State Rule Applicability -lndi'Vidual Faciliiies 

326 lAC 2-4.1 (Major Sources of Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP)) 
The operation oi this steel bianking facility Will emit less than 10 tons per year of a single HAP and 
less than 25 tons per year of a combination of HAPs. Therefore, 326 lAC 2-4.1 does not apply. 
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326 lAC 6-2-4 (Emission limitatlons f()f" facilities specified In 3261AC 6-2-1(d)) 
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Pursuant to 326 lAc 6-2-4(a) particulate emisisons from indirect heating collS!ructed alter 
September 21, 19B3 shall be limited by !he following equation: 

Pt = 1.09 

Where 

Q = total source heat input capacity (MMBtiJ/hr) 
PI = emission rate rllllit Qbs/MMBtu) 

Therefore, particulate emisSions from the two (2) 2.5 MMBtulhr boiler shall no! exceed 0.6 
lblmmBtu heat input because the total source maximum operating capacity heat input for Indirect 
heating is less than 10 MMBtu/hr. 

326 lAC 6-2-4 (Emission Umitations tor faclUlles specified ln 326 lAC 6-2-1(d)) 
This nufe is not appiTcable to the air make-up units because they are not sources of indirect 
heating. Therefore, !he requirements of 326 lAC 6-2-4 do not apply to the air make-up units. 

326 lAC ~ 1 (Particulate Emission Umitafions for Manufacturing Processes) 
Pursuant!o6-3-1Qo)(1), the two (2) 2.5 MMBtu boilers are exempt from !he requiremerrts of 6-3-1 
because it uses combustion for indirect heating. Therefore, the requirements of 3261AC 6-3-1 do 
not apply to the boile!S. 

326 lAC 6-3-2 (Particulate Emission Umitations, Wol"k Practices, and Control Technologies) 
The emission units at this sour<:e have negligible Pariiculate emissions. Therefore the 
requirements of 326 lAC Q-3-2 do not apply. 

· 326 lAC 5-1-6 (New Fac:llltles; General Reduction Requirements) 
The potential emissions from this steel blanking fucility are less !han 25 tons per year. Thereiore, 
326 lAC 6-1-6 does not apply. 

326 lAC 5-2-1 (Surface Coating Emissions Umilations) 
This source Is located in Clark County, !he potential to emit ofVOC li"am the fucifity is Jess than 
twenty-live (25) tons per year and actual emissions are less than fifteen (15) pounds per day. 
Thereiore, pursuant to 326 lAC 8-2-1, 326 lAC 6-2-4 (Coil Coating Operations) and 3261AC 8-2-9 
(Miscellaneous Metal Coating Operations) do not apply. 

326 lAC 8-7-1 (Specific VOC Reduction Requirements for Lake, Porter, Clark, and Floyd Counties) 
This source is located in Clark County, and the potential to emft of VOC is less lhan 100 Ions per 
year and !he coating facility has less than ten (10) tons per year ofVOC. Therefore, 326 lAC 6-7-
1 does not apply, 

Conclusion 

The construction and operation of this steel blanking facllily shall be subject to the cond"rtions of 
the Exemption 019-22372-00119. 
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United States OfflC;e ot 1\lr Quality EPA-4531?-00-001 
EnviiOilinentaJ Protection ?Ianning and Slandarrls April 2~ 2000 
Agancy Research Triangle ?Brlt. NC 27711 http:JJwww.epa.gov/!tnluatw 

National Emission Standards 
for Hazardous Air Pollutants: 
Metal Coil Surface Coating 
Industry Background 
Information for Proposed 
Standards 
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3.0 METAL COIL COAT.ING INDUSTRY PROFILE AND PROCEsS DESCR1l't10N 1" 

3.1 GENERAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The metal coil SUl'fuce coating source category includes any :fu<:11ily engaged in the swface 

coating of metal coil. In this process, a coil or roll of 1mcoated sheet metal is coated on one or 

both sides and repackaged as .a: coil or otherwise handled. Although the physical configuration of 

the equipment used in coil cOllting lines varies from one installation to an01her, the individual 

operatiom geriera.lly follow a set pattem. The coil coating process begins with a coil (or roll) of 

bare sheet m~tal and, in most cases, temoinates with a coil of m~ with a dried and cured coating 

on one or bo1h sides. The metal s1rlp is lll!rOiled from the coil at the entry to the coil coating line 

and first passes t!:nough a wet section, where the metal is cleaned and maY be given a cl)emical 

treatment to inhibit rust and promote adhesion of the coating to the metal surfuce. In same 

installations, the wet section may also contain an electrogalva:nizing operation in which zinc is 

appiicd through an electroplating process to a st.eel substrate. A.fter the metal strip leaves the wet 

section, it is squeegeed and air dried and then passes to a coating applicator station, 

Coating application stations may be used to apply a variety of coatings. ln addition to 

protective or decorative coatings, adhesives and printed patterns using ink may also be applied. 

The moSt prevalent operation includes the app Hcation of protective and decorative coatings to 

one or both sides of the metal strip using rollers. Following the coating application, the s1rlp 

passeey through an oven where the temperature is increru;ed to the desired curing tempcrarure of 

the coating. The strip is then cooled by a water spray, air spray, or combination ofthe two. If the 

line is a tmdern line, the first coating application is a prime coat and fue ~e!al strip ":xt enters 

another coating applicaior sllllion where a top or finish coating is applied by rollers to one or both 

3-l 
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sides of the metal. The strip then enters a second oven for drying and curing of the top or finish 

col!!. This is fOllowed by another cooling or quench station. The finished metal strip is then 

nonnally rewound into a coil and packaged for shipment or further processing. ln some cases, the 

coated metal strip may be cut rather than rerolled into a coil. Most metal coil surfuce coating 

lines have accumnla!.<Jrs at !he enlly and exit that permit the strip to move continuously lhrough 

the coating proces;; while a new coil is mounted at 1he entry or a full coil removed at the exit. 

Figure 3-1 is a schematic diagram of a typical, tandem coil coating line. 

Fer existing ooi! coating lines, processing speed varies CO!ll!iderably, with SOllie Jines 

having processing speeds as higl> as 1,200 feet per minute'. The widths of the metal strip vary 

from a few luches up to 6 feet, and thickness may vary from about 0.006 inch to more than 0.15 

inch. The lower thickness of 0.006 inch has been considered to be the line of distii:.ction between 

metal ceil and fuil However, 5 facilities have been identified that process coiled metal wi!h a 

thickness both above and below 0.006 inch. Three of these facilities process 5 percent foil on 

each line, the fourth facility processes less than 25 percent foil on one of 6 coating lines in the 

fucility, and the fiftll facility processes 86 perc..-nt full on one of9 coating lines in the facility. The 

processing of foil is considered to be part of 1he paper and other web surfuce coating source 

categol)'. Thus, there is some overlap between coil coating processes and foil coating processes 
' 
within individual coil coating fucilities. Unless a facility reported 100% of its substrate(s) as being 

below 0.006 inch, the fucility was considered to be part of the metal coil surface coating SOUICC 

Categol)'. 

3.2 INDUSTRYPROFILE 

A total of 110 companies p.-'"!furmipg metal coil surfuce coating operations were identified 

through literature souroes and stakeholder con!llets. L'lformation collection reqnests (ICRs) were 

sent to each of these companies in the summer of 1998. The intent of the survey was to acquire 

data on HAP use and emission control in metal coil surfuce coating operations ll!ld associated 

ancillary activities such as stora:ge of HAP-containing materials in tanks, wet section operationS, 

equipment cleaning, and w~ treatment 
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Figure 3-1. Typical Tandem Coil Coating Line 
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Responses were received from 119 :fucilities,. of which 26 indicated that the filcilities are 

not evil ccaters, 2 provided information showing that the facility only coats foi~ and two were not 

in operation in 1997. Therefore, 89 coil coating facilities returned completed questionnaires; 14 

companies did not respond to the questionnaire. 

The infumuttion collected from the metal coil surface coating industry was entered into a 

database. The metal coil surfuce coating MACT daiabase (MACT database) contains a total of 

82 :fucilities, =luding 7 facilities that classi:fied the entire !CR response confidential business 

information (CBI). The MACT database facilities had a total ofl25 coating lines reported. 

AppendiX B of this document contains infurmation on plant location, number oflines, type of 

control device used, and annual HAP emissions. 

Major marlrets for ooil coated metal include the transportation industry, building products 

industry, large appliance industry, can industry, and packaging industry. Other end products 

include coated tape rules, ventilation ';)'stems fur walls and roofS, lighting fixtures, office filing 

cabinets, cookware, and sign stoclc. The industzy has maintained a positive growth rare for a 

iunnber of years as new end uses for preroated metal have continued to emerge. 

Although coil coated metal is used in a wide variety of products, metal coil surface coating 

is typically not a product speci:fic operation but rather is a distinct process. Many of the other 

sur:fuce coating source categories being regulilted under section 112 of the Act are product 

specific, such as the metal can and large appliances source ca!egcries. For the pu:rposes·of 

standard development, the EPA considers any coil coating process, regardless of the end product, 

as part ofthc metal coil sow-ce Cll!egory. Product-specific source categories include sur:fuee 

coating operations tl1lit are not coil coating processes. 

Types of metal processed by the coil coating industry are mainly aluminwn, cold rolled 

steel, cold rolled steel (galvanized on-line), hot-dipped galvanized stee~ and galvalumlzincalum. 

Small qmntities of other metals including brass are also coated. Coil coated metal is tilbrica!ed 

into end products :i:fter it is coared, thus eliminating the need for post-assembly painting. Toll and 

captive coarers represent the two basic industry divisions. Toll coaters produce metal that is 

coated in accordance with specifications of their customers. Captive coarers both coat the metal 

aild fiiliricate it jnto end products within the same company. Exmnp les of captive coaters are can 

II\anu:fucturers who have dedicated coil coating lines fur metal used in the can manufucturing 
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process, and housing products manufacturers who coat the material for their products using 

company owned and operated coil coating lines. Some plants perform both toll and captive 

operations. Data from the MACT database indicate that approximately 40% of the facilities 

reported being toll coaters, 3&% reported being captive coater.;, !111d 22% reported perfuming 

both toll and captive co!iting. 

3.3 COATINGS 

The types of coatings applied in coil coating operations include a wide variety of 

formulations. Among the more prevalent types are polyesters, acrylics, fluorocarbons, alkyds, 

vinyls, epoxies, plastisols, and organosoJs, Table 3-1 lists the coatings conmionly used in the 

industry and gives the approximate renge of orgmrlc solvent content of c;ach. In addition to these 

traditional coatings, adhesives, bondable backers, strippable protective coatings, lacquers, teflons, 

liquid rubber, graphite, kynar, latex, extruded synthetic rubber-based solid resins, and other non

traditioDlll coatings are also used by the industry '. Tne majority of the coatings, estimated at 

about 85 percent ', are organic solvent based and have solvent contents ranging up to &0 percent 

by volume with most being in the range from 30 to 70 percent The remaining 15 percent of 

coatings are mostly of the waterborne type which also contlrin some or'glUlic solvents ranging 

from about2 to !5 percent byvolwne 7• While waterbOrne coatings are in use at a number of coil 

coating fllcilities, they are not available in formulations that are suitable for all end product 

applications. The choice of waterborne versus solvent borne coatings usually depends on the end 

use of 1he coated metal ami the type of metal used. The most preValent usc of watabome 

coatings is on alillnimnn used for siding in 1he construction Industry. Other uses include printing 

plates, suapended cet1ing systems, and body and endstock for food cans. 

High-solids coatings in the form ofplastisols, organosols, and powder are also used to 

some extent by the coil coating industly. Because theSe coatings have a lower organic solvent 

content, potential orgmric emissions are lower than :from the other, more commonly used 

coatings. However, these coatings also have limited applicability and are not available in 

furmullltions suitable for use on all end products. 'J'ypiql uses for these coatings are residential 

siding, draperj hardware, and other products. 

Little data have beeo identified that repn:sent the HAP content of co!itings used in the 
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metal coil surface coating industry. Information provided by one of the e9at!ng suppliers 8 for 

three typical coatingS showed HAP contents rnnging from about 5 to 28 percent by weight. 

Reported data from the MACT database indicate that HAP contents fur all coatings used in the 

coil coating industry ninge from 0 to 95 percent by weight, with an average reported value of 

approximately 16 percent. 

Table 3-1. Typical Coatings Used in Metal Coil Surface Coating 

Coatings 

Acrylics 

Adhesives 

Alkyds 

Epoxies 

Fluorocarbons 

Organosols 

Phenolics 

Plastisols 

Polyesters 

Sili= A.czylics & Polyesters 

Urethanes 

Inks 
Solution Vinyls 

Vinyls 

Source: Reference 4. 

Volatile Content 

(Weight%) 

40-45 

70-80 

SQ-70 

45-70 

55-60 

15-45 

50-75 

5-30 

45-50 

35-60 

60-75 

50-65 

15-85 

60-75 

3.4 PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS, cuRRENT INDUSTRY P!UCTICES, AND EMISSION 

SOURCES 

Although specific slept in a coil coating operation differ between plants, most have a 

common series of steps that include storage and handling of raw materials and a coating line that 

includes a wet section and one or more coating operations consisting of a coating application 

station, a ·cming oven, and a quench area. Most plants also generate wastewater and have some 
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type of wastewater treatment system. The following paragra:phs provide brief descriptions of the 

common operations fuund oil coil coating lines and provides genernl information regarding 

potential HAP emissions. 

3.4.1 Storage and Handling of Coatings and Ot~er Materials 

Many of the coatingJJ, solvents, and wet section chemicals are delivered and stored in 55 

gallon drums but may also be delivered and stored in totes, which are transportable containers 

with a capacity generally in the range of from 200 to 500 gallons. Some plants also receive raw 

materials in bulk by tank trucks or rail earn and store the materials in bulk storage tanks. These 

tanks may be located inside a building or may be outdoors either above groUnd or undergn>Wld. 

For raw materials delivered and stored in druins or totes, no emissions sbould occur during' 

normal storage provided that theyiypically are kept sealed and generally do not leak. Emissions 

would only occur when the drums or totes are opened. 

Where coatings are delivered by tank truck or rail car, working loss emissions OCClll' when 

the coatings are pwnped fiom the delivery veiricle to bulk storage tanks. Some tmks are vented 

to the tank trncks while they are being filled, thus maldng working losses negligJ.'ble. During 

storage, daily temperature fluctuations generate breathing loss omissions. Breathing losses would 

be expected to be low fur tanks that are underground cir enclosed in controlled tmnpcnrture 

environments relative to tanks ~ are outdoors, above gro!md and exposed to diurnal 

temperature cycles. Based on data from the MACT database, emissions from storage tanks 

account fur approximately 2% of nationwide HAP emissions from metal coil surface coating 

operations. 

Before application of the coatings to 1he coil, the coatings are typically stirred. They may 

also be thinned with salven! to adjust the viscosity. In some cases, coatings are mixed together. 

One example is mixing to achieve a particular co lot. Another example is the blending of eKcess 

coatings together to use as a backer. Another coating modific:Jtion operation, intermixing, 

involves adding ingredients to perform coating color tinting (with no pigment dispersion). Data 

from ICR responses indicate that: emissions from mixing and thinnin!; account fur llj>proxinnltely 

3.5% of nationwide HAP emissious from metal coil surface coating operations. 

3.4.2 Wet Section Ptetteatment 

The wet section of a metal coil surface coating Jlne includes cleaning steps that may use 
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water, canstic cleaners, brushing, or acid rreatment Processes may include spray applications of 

materials or ll1l!Y include submersion of the metal strip. Specific proc= included in the wet 

section depend on the type ofmetlll substrate, characteristics ofthe coatings t£J be applied, and 

other parnrrieters. The chemical treatments used in the wet section may contain HAP. Data from 

ICR resporues indicate that HAP emissions from wet section operations account fur 

approximately 0.29% of nationwide HAP emissions :from metal coil surface coating operations. 

3.4.3 Coating Application Stations 

At the coating application s!lrtiotiS, coatings are applied by rollers to one or both surfuces 

of the metal strip as it passes through the station. Emissions of HAP occur when HAP-containing 

solvents contained in the applied coatings evaporate. It is estimmed that between 0 and 15 

percent of the coating solvent evaporates at the coating station 9
, Data :from the MACT database 

indicate an average of approximately 9.1 percent of coating sol vent evaporation taking place at 

the coating station. If HAP-containing cleaning solvems are used, emissions ofJIAP also occur 

during cleaning of the paint rollers and other parts of the application station between coating 

sessions or when a color change is made. Cleaning may be carried out in pla<ie using solvent and 

rags, or portions of the coaters may be removed for cleaning. Data for HAP emissions from parts 

m1d eqmpment cleaning were available for 40 p=ent of the :fucilities thai returned !CR responses. 

For these fucilities, part!: and equipment cleaning HAP emissions account fur approximately 4 

pereent of nationwide HAP emissions from metal coil surface coating operations. 

At many plants, the coating application stations are enclosed in rooms. Because air is 

drawn into the ovens from these rooms, it is generally believed that a large fraction, and in some 

cases all, of the solvent tha1 evaporates in this area is captured by the ovens. Hoods or "snouts" 

rnay be used to increase the fraction of solvent emissions captured by the ovens. Plants may also 

use smaller eoating station enclosures, which require less ventilation air, and are not occupied by 

workers except whm the enclosure is opened fur maintenance or inspection. On lines that do not 

have coating rooms or smaller enclosures, an exhaust hood is :frequently installed directly over the 

roll coaters to exbanst the solvent that evaporates in that area. In these cases, the hoods rila:y be 

exhausted to the ovens, a coutrol deyice, or to the atmosphere. Some pla!'.ts do not use hoods or 

enclosures around the coating application stations; therefore, the majority of the solvent 

evaporated at the coating station would be emitted t£J the almosphere. Da1a from the MACT 
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dalabase indicate 1hat permanent total enclosures, partial enclosures, hoods, floor swe:ps, extra 

ventilation to control devi=, walls around coating stations, and oven extensions are used 

throughout the metal coil coating industry as enclosure and capture methods. 

3.4.4 Cnring Ovens 

After coatings are irpplied to the surface of the metal strip, the strip enters an oven where 

beat is applied to evaporate the organic solvent and water contained in the applied coatings. An 

estimated 85 to 100 percent of the organic solvent content of applied coa#ngs evapornte inside 

the curing ovens 10
• Data from the MACT database inilicate an average of approximately 90 

percent of the organic solvent content of applied coatings evaporating wde the curing ovens. 

Most curiog ovens used in coil coating operations arc ilirect fired and use natural gas as fuel. 

Many ovens are designed to !L'le propane as a baclrup fuel in case of natural gas curtailments. 

Ovens heated by fuel oil or electricity are used in some plants., but to a much lesser extent than 

those heated by natnral gas. The heat input to the ovens must be sufficient to evaporate the 

solvent in the coatings, to bring the metal and coatings llP to the design temperature, urually in 

the range of 375 to 600 "F, to replace the heat lost from the ovens by radiation and conduction, 

and to heat dilution air to oven operating ternpernture. Oven ventilating air (or ililution air) is 

nmmally the largest single factor in the total oven heat load. Data from tbe MACT database 

indicate an average oven exhaust gas temperl!iUre of approximately 560 degrees Fahrmheit 

Solvent borne coatings, if uncontrolled, would result in higher organic emissions from the 

oven than either wa>.erbome coatings or high solids coatings. Emissions of HAP Compared to 

organic emissions depend on 1he proportion of:HAP as compared with non-HAP solvents in the 

coatings. 

3.4.5 Quench Area 

When the metal strip c:dts the curing oven, it is cooled, usually by a water spray, an air 

spray, or a combination of the two be:fure being repackaged as a coil or passing to another coating 

station. An estimated 0 to 2 percent of the organic solvent in the applied coatings is released in 

the quench area 1 
'. Data from ICR responses indicate an average of approximately 0.6 percent of 

the organic solvent in the applied coatings is released in the quench area. The quench area is 

normilly ll1l enclosed area adjacent to the exit from the curing oven and a large fraction of the 

emissions released in 1his area are estima:tl:d to be captmed by the oven ventilation sysiem. 
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However, at some plants, the quench area is vented directly to the atmosphere. 

3.4.6 Wastewater Ha.,d.ling and Treatment 

Most plants generate wastewater from wet section operations, quenching operations, or 

both. Based on data from ICR responses;organic solvents are not typically used in the wet 

section. Consequently, not much organic solvent gets into plant wastewater. RespollSe data from 

the ICRs indicate that wastewater handling and treatment operations account for approximately 

0.07 percent of nationwide HAP emissions from metal coil coating operations. Coil coating 

wastewater may contain chromium compounds, but the potential for air emissions of these 

compounds is small. Wastewater may also be generated by clean up activities at plants that use 

wlltetbome coatings. 

3.4. 7 Basel.ille Emissions 

Infonnation collection reqnei;ts were sent to II 0 companies performing metal coil coating 

opera:tions that wc;re identified through literature sources and stnkeholder contacts. Responses 

were received from 119 facilities. Twenty-six of those fucilities indicated that they are not coil 

coliters, 2 provided data showing that the facility coats foil only, and two facilities were not in 

operation in 1997. There:fure, 89 <;oil coating fucilities retnmed completed lCRs; 14 companies 

did not reSp<md to the questionnaire. The surveyed facilities were asked to provide fucility HAP 

emissions from metal coil surfuce coating operations BS well as HAP emissions from gpecffic unit 

operations associated with metal coil suriilce coating. Total nationwide HAP emissions from 

metal coil Slll'fuce coating operations were calculated to be 2484 tons in 1997 by sUmming fucility 

H.".P emissions reported by these facilities. 
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